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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Historical survey

The process of excitation and ionization of inner

shells by heavy charged particles has been investigated

since the beginning of this century. The earliest experi-

ments were performed with particles emitted from radioactive

sources, so that only experiments with electrons and alpha

particles as projectiles could be performed. Chadwick

[Chal2] was the first who studied the cnaracteristic x-rays

resulting from the bombardment of a target by alpha parti-

cles. It was realized by Gerthsen [Ger26] that the simple

model describing at least qualitatively the mechanism of

ionization in outer shells, which is the main cause of

energy loss of heavy charged particles in matter, is not

applicable at all in the case of inner shell processes. This

model treats the interaction of the projectile and the elec-

tron as an elastic collision where the minimum energy trans-

fer is given by the lonization potential of the atom and the

maximum energy transfer to the electron approximately by the

relation:

Emax = ~"M * E

with m the electron mass, M the projectile mass and E its

kinetic energy. In the inner shell ionization experiments

the binding energy of the K-shell electrons of the different

elements largely exceeded the maximum energy that the inci-

dent particle could transfer to an electron. Gerthsen noted

that, due to the large velocities of the bound inner shell

electrons the minimum energy necessary to ionize an atom is
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lowered. Thus it is clear that an appropriate theoretical

description had to take into account the momentum distri-

bution of the bound electrons, and so only in terms of

quantum mechanics an accurate description of the inner shell

ionization processes could be given [Bet33].

Inner shell ionization probabilities are mostly meas-

ured by detecting the decay products of the created vacancy.

Auger[,vug25l discovered that inner shell vacancies could

apart from decaying by x-ray emission also decay by emission

of electrons. Both the x-ray spectra and the Auger electron

spectra show lines characteristic for the atom from which

they are emitted. The frequencies of the characteristic x-

rays obey Moseley's law: v~Z2 . Moseley's discovery aiso

provided a method for establishing the at that time (1914)

missing chemical elements. The characteristic x-rays have

been used in the past and still are used for element identi-

fication; e.g. in PIXE measurements. One of the first appli-

cations of this technique was the discovery of the element

hafnium with the atomic number Z=72 in 1923 by Coster and

Hevesy.

Emission of x-rays or Auger electrons are the only two

decay modes for K-shell vacancies. Por the other inner

shells there is also the possibility of electron transitions

between different subshells (e.g. L^-Lo). These are called

Coster-Kronig transitions and are like the Auger transitions

radiationless: the excess energy is used for the emission of

another electron. The radiationless transition rate is

almost independent of the atomic number, wheroas the radia-

tive transition rates are proportional to Z with Z the

atomic number of the atom. For K-shell transitions the rela-

tion:

§2L . 1 0 - 6 K 2*
SA

with Sx the radiative transition rate and SA the Auger tran-

sition rate, gives approximately the relative strength of
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the two decay modes. Equal strength is found for Z= 31 • A

recent compilation of the radiative and radiationless tran-

sition rates for K and L shells has been given by Krause

[Kra79]. The relative strengtn of the two decay modes is one

of the parameters that has to be taken into account in

choosing the appropriate detection mode for measuring ioni-

zation probabilitieG.

1.2 The mechanisms producing inner shell ionization

There are two main mechanisms producing vacancies in

the collision process of charged heavy particles with atoms.

These two mechanisms are relevant for symmetric and asym-

metric collision systems respectively.

In symmetric ion-atom collision systems, Z, = Zp , with

Z-y and %2 the charge numbers of the projectile ion and tar-

get atom, the main ionization process is described by the

electron promotion model developed by Pano and Lichten

[Fan65]. In this model it is assumed that the electron

clouds of the colliding systems will overlap and that the

atomic states will merge into molecular states of the quasi-

molecular system transiently formed in the collision. The

crossing or near crossing of molecular orbitals may give

rise to large vacancy production cross sections. This mecha-

nism is often referred to as Paul! excitation or ionization.

An extensive description of the model can be found in the

review articles by Kessel and Fastrup[Kes74] and by

3riggs[Bri76].

For asymmetric collision systems, where Z^<<Z2, the

main excitation mechanism is the direct Coulomb interaction

between the projectile and the electron. The condition that

the charge of the projectile is much smaller than that of

the target nucleus is a necessary one for a perturbation

approach to be applicable.

Figure 1.1 shows schematically the two areas where

different models are applicable. In the following descrip-
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tion of the various theoretical models we will restrict

ourselves to asymmetric collision systems only. An assump-

tion in all these models is that the removal of the electron

from the inner shell in the ionization process can be

treated independent from any dynamical processes occuring

simultaneously to the other electrons.

Fig.1.1
Schematic representation of the regions
of validity of the Molecular Orbital mo-
del and the Coulomb ionization region,
where the semiclassical approximation
(SCA) and the PWBA are applicable. The
important parameter is the relative ve-
locity v/v. , with v the velocity of the
projectile with charge number Zj and v^
th' K-shell electron velocity of the tar-
get atom with charge number Z2•

1.3 The measurements of inner shell ionization.

In this section we will give a brief discussion on the

present status of the inner shell ionization phenomena for

asymmetric systems. Most data on ionization probabilities

are on the toual ionization cross sections. In fact for

proton induced ionization there are thousands of data

points, which are compiled by Paul et al.[Pau83]. In this

compilation the data set has been normalized to the per-

turbed stationary state theory of Brandt et al.[Bra8l], and

is plotted as a function of the reduced velocity, which is

defined as

Here 9 is the screening parameter, vp is the projectile

velocity and vk is the K shell electron Bohr velocity; %

measures the adiabaticlty of the collision. Figure 1.2 shows

this compilation for protons on targets with atomic numbers
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ranging from Z=4 to 2=92. The full line is a fit to the

data. Data for other projectiles like deuterons and alpha

particles show the same kind of behaviour as a function of

the reduced velocity. Paul[Pau84] points at some very recent

calculations in the semiclassical approximaton scheme which

show an improvement in the sense that at low reduced veloci-

ties the calculated values are closer to the data but still

overpredict them considerably.

Fig. 1.2
Averaged experimental cross
sections 7=o(exp)/o(theory)
for protons versus the reduced
velocity 5. The theory used
here is the perturbed station-
ary state theory of Brandt et
al.[Bra81], with corections
for increased binding, Coulomb
deflection and electronic rela-
tivistic effects.

•08 -01 0 0A 0.8 10log f

Experimentally more difficult to obtain but of more

value for a comparison with the various theories are the

impact parameter dependent ionization probabilities. Semi-

classical approximation (SCA) theories [Ban59, Tra80]

basically give an impact parameter dependent theoretical

description of the ionization process. Impact parameter

dependent measurements are also of interest for experiments

in which one studies a combination of atomic lonlzation

processes end nuclear reaction processes. For such processes

the impact parameter on an atomic scale is very small. A

rather extensive analysis of impact parameter dependent

ionization measurements and a comparison with a SCA theory

has been given by J.U. Andersen [And82] while a study of

small impact parameter lonization probabilities as a

function of the relative velocity 5 has been given by Dost

et al. [Dos8l].

Inner shell ionization phenomena can also be studied
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through a direct measurement of the emitted electrons. In

fact, in the SCA theory tne ionization probability is

calculated as a triple differential cross section

d3o/dfl dE ds2 where E e is the energy transferred to the

electron in the collison process(see also formula 3-15)• The

electron spectrs will contain electrons due to ionization of

different shells; a coincident measurement with a decay

product of the vacancy (e.g. K x-rays) will select electrons

from a specific shell only, provided multiple ionization can

be neglected.

To our knowledge there is only one experiment in rfhich

6-electrons in coincidence with K x-rays have been measured

with £>1. /Jeiter and Schuch [Wei82] measured the S-electrori

spectrum for 6 MeV protons on Ar. In this case the important

parameter £=2.7 • They found at low electron kinetic ener-

gies rather large deviations from a SCA calculation, in the

sense that the theory largely underpredicts their experi-

mental findings. They do not exclude the possibility though

that this could be caused by a wrong calibration of tne

efficiency of their electron spectrometer or to multiple

ionization effects.

Over the last years the main effort has gone into meas-

urements of 6-electron spectra for relatively heavy united

atom systems; Zua=( Z-̂  + Z-,) >100 and with £<1. From the elec-

tron energy distribution united atom binding energies can be

derived. The results of those experiments indicated that the

electrons are emitted fro-n a quasiatomic system indeed,

which is formed transiently during the collision [GUt82,

Her84]. Also angular distributions of the emitted electrons

have been studied [Bel82, H e r ^ ] , for which good agreement

with SCA theory has been found. For these heavy united atom

systems mentioned above, with £<1 ,in general good agreement

is found with ;;'i" theory although there is some indication

that the theory slightly overestimates the data in the

region of large electron kinetic energies[Her84, Tra83!N

A complete experiment would be to measure in coinci-
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cience the emitted oloctruii, tne i\ x-ray a:1 l l:ie scattered

projectile at a definite ;iii,;io, in wuicii cast aiso t:.e

impact parameter would be defined. .Oucn a triple coincident;

experiment, however, Is hard to porfjr;;w A'nureas tncoreti-

cally the kinetic energy dia t r ibatioti :ias a :Tixi,"u:] at

Ej<j_n=O, experimentally it will only tjo poü^iiui.' EJ detect

electrons above a certain minimun energy 'T ̂  , where T.,,<,-, is

determined by the cut-off of the detector. Th'.io a° important

oart of the .spectrum is not measurei.

These problems can be circumvented t) -i !;'.'•;•: iegree oy

pe rf orininf- Ï double coincidoncij :ne:is irenont -̂.-t-ween t:ie

scattered projectile and the K x-ray iu i uy .n-.;Hf ;fir: ; 'J:.UJ

particle energy with an energy resolution w:ii::n is •ni;j':!

smaller than tne hin.iint', energy of tne K anoil ••lectro:) of

the target atom studied. If the electron has a ,:inetij

energy T p the particle will .have to deliver the ene-r^y T^ + E.,

to the electron, wnere E^ is tne bindin.; energy, do i.'i ar.

ionizing event with Te
=U tne particle will be lowiej in t;:o

energy spectrum at a positi(>n wnicn is snifted ay an ainount

equal to the binding energy as compared to tne elastic

scattering peak . The spectra thus ootained are equivalent

to the electron Kinetic energy spectra integratej O\/K31' tno

electron emission angle, but otnerwise equivalent to tne

above mentioned triple coincident complete experiment. In

Chapter 4 we describe the result of two experiments per-

formed in this way.

1.4 Inner shell ionization and nuclear reactions

In this section we will describe some aspects of the

interference between atomic and nuclear excitation proces-

ses. Gugelot [Gug63] proposed in 1963 to measure the time

delay in compound nuclear reactions by making use of the

known lifetime of the K-shell vacancy. If in a charged par-

ticle induced reaction the projectile ionizes the a ton ana

excites simultaneously the nucleus, the probability tnat
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this doubly excited state decays by x-ray or Auger emission

is given as r^/( r^-'-r^) , with r^ the K-shell level width and

TKJ the decay width of the nuclear state. The widths and

decay lifetimes are related through the uncertainty relation

r*T=Ii. If the nuclear excited state decays by charged part i -

cle emission, so that the x-rays of the compound nucleus can

be clearly distinguished from those of the final nucleus,

the nuclear lifetimes can be deduced from the relation

r
N

K
X-CN

'̂ X
t h e n u m b e r x-rays emitted in the compound^X-CN

state.

Pv is the ionization probability on the way in.

wv is the fluorescence yield.

6f the overall efficiency of the x-ray detector.

Np is the number of reaction products.

In figure 1.3 taken from Chemin et al.[Che79], tne K-shell

vacancy lifetime for a range of atomic numbers Z^ is given.

The range in lifetimes accessible with this method is from

lO"1^" to lO"1^ sec corresponding to a width of 1 to 100 eV

roughly. The experiments are very difficult though because

Fig. 1.3
Dependence of the K-shell vacancy l i f e -
time on the atomic number Zz . The l i f e -
times were determined from the natural
l ine widths of the K x-rays.
(S.I.Salem and L.E-Lee, Atomic Data and
Nucl. Data Tables 18 (1976) 233.]



of t:)e u n f a v o r a b l e rai.io .jf nuclt-ar Cu aiuoil'; :•[•>.;.; s e J -

t i o n s . Tniü i:;ipiii!b tnat tue oil 'la (non-c jiiK'i ]•?:*'.) .-.-ruy

spectra are overwnef rned by uai'^et x-rays. I.n tu~ pa:"„ i::I.o -

x-ray coinc iderice experiment, tie .-.ia j or ii;y of evu:.:j A 111 . >J

random events wi';n target x-rays, so tiiat o:;-_- :ias t^ rely J::

t;ie ermr^y resolution 01' the x-ray ietaeiij;1 u-; .;.-;. ur a ';•..• *.:.•-:

target x-rays f con trie compound n.icli-ar x-ray;, i:. jrj.jr '.:>

malvt; tiic experitr.etits feasible.

T w o (-•xperiiiients u s i i i H jiPotJi: ii, I . C - J I ['•:-•: j l L i::;, .i.j.'/'-

b e e n p e r f o r m e d ; t c c o r : i i n £ t .3 t h i s a ü d e r n e . ;iot:i t->: ;;••!• i:jc-:;';i;

are on targets witu Z=bO, w;;cre cnc K x-r̂ .y.-s i? ;:,e fiL1.;̂ -*;

(Z) and the compou/iJ nuclfius (Z+l) differ by r.'iu.;:il.y '. KeV,

wnici: is sufficient to separate t:iei;i expo r iniei.tal ly . T:i-._'

nuclear resonance widen of the compound ''"in njcieis in an

Cd(p,p') experiment was measured at l_5.u a:u -'.?. rJ -i>- •'

excitation energy [Cne79] and the J3o oo:ipou:id tiacleus i:i

an Sn(pjp') experiment at 13 and !•;• i-leV excita.tij.-i eri-_>f̂ y

[Röh79]- In tne analysis Df these experiments e»ie naö to

know the probability to produce an inner sueli vacancy 0:1

the way in, P^. Classically the ratio P.^/ r" y = l/d where ?' r-

is the total ionization probability in a small i.v.iyiacz para-

meter collision. Quantum mechanically tills value .-uitrit ue

different from l/d due to interference between ir;jomi:i,j; ana

outpoint; part oi' the projectile track. There are no accurate

experimental values for the ionization proüabiiity for' tne

two separate parts of the trajectory. In the experiments

mentioned above the classical value of 0.5 was usei[CnedO,

Röh8l]. Experimental values available are those from alpha

particle decay and a theoretical treatment of this is found

in Kocbach[Koc78]. Kocbach also compares the experimental

values of the lonization probabilities in the decay of ^ Po

by 5 and 9 MeV alpha particles and in the decay of ^lfc>Po oy

7 MeV alpha particles with back scattering of alpha parti-

cles on Pb at the same energies. The ratio P^/P'^, found in

this case, vary between 0.5 and 0.35. Duinker et al. [Duibl]

studied the proton induced ionization probability at roughly
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1 MeV projectile energy in the reactions 2^Mg(p,Y)2?A1 and
1 Al(p,Y) Si, and found within their experimental uncer-

tainty of 20$ agreement with the classical values of 0.5.

In fact the interference between the transition ampli-

tudes of the in- and outgoing parts of the projectile tra-

jectory provide ua with a much faster clock as has been

pointed out by Ciocchetti, Molinari and ;4alvano[Cio63,

Cio65]. According to their calculations the ionization

probability should change if one varies the incident

projectile energy over a narrov- resonance. The formation and

subsequent decay of such a resonance with a width r might be

tnought of as causing a delay i=h/r in the time development

of the atomic interaction. The interference described by the

phase factor exp(-iun), with hu the energy transfer to the

electron, which connects the amplitudes for inner shell ion-

ization by the projectile before and after it reacts with

the nucleus, can be expressed in a time independent descrip-

tion as a ratio of nuclear reaction amplitudes f(E-hu)/f(E)

[Bla78], Such an experiment in which the ionization proba-

bility was measured, induced by protons scattered elastic-

ally from -" Ni over the resonance at Ep=3.151 MeV, was per-

formed by Blair et al.[Bla78]. The width of the resonance

being 5-3 keV is comparable to the energy transfer to the

electron, which has a binding energy of 8.3 keV. In that

case a maximum in the interference effect should show up.

The method is sensitive to delay times of the order of lO"*"

sec. The data show a change in the ionization probability of

50/5 at the resonance compared to the off resonance value.

According to Rheinhardt et al.[Rhe79] and Soff et

al.[Sof79] nuclear delay time effects should also be present

in the delta electron spectra: the spectra should show

oscillations with a width AE=ft/t , with ^ the nuclear reac-

tion time. This would make it possible to measure time

delays in the. range of 10~20 to 10~21 sec. Up till now there

are no experiments which have confirmed this predicted

effect.
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In figure 1.4 we show the ranges covered by various

methods to measure time delays shorter then lü"^^ sec. £

more detailed discussion of most of the methods indicated in

the figure can be found in a recent review by Massa and

Vannini[Mas82]. The experimental and theoretical status

concerning atomic clocks using x-rays or 5-electrons has

been recently reviewed by Meyerhof[Mey84]. For completeness

the methods using nuclear processes are also given(We refer

to Ericson et al.[Eri66] for the fluctuation analysis and to

Massa et al.[Mas82] for the method using the analysis of

Bremsstrahlung spectra). The crystal blocking technique is

the most successful[And80] in its r\nge although the

technique is only applicable to isotopes for which thin

single crystals are available. Por the shortest lifetimes of
O A p p

10~ c u to 10 sec where deep inelastic collisions should

take place, the oscillations in the delta electron spectra

might be valuable as well as the study of light particle

correlation effects[Küh79]• Both methods have been proposed

but it still has to be proven that those methods are

actually possible experimentally. From an atomic physics

point of view one has here the opportunity to study details

of the ionization process not accessible oy other means.

Fig 1.4
Schematical representation of
the various methods proposed or
used for measuring lifetimes
shorter then 10"15 sec.
XR.1: Compound nuclear x—rays
XR2: x-ray interference effects

on ionization probabilities.
BLT: Blocking lifetime technique.
LPC: Light particle correlations.
DE: Delta electrons.
NB: Nuclear Bremsstrahlung.
FA: Fluctuation analysis.

XRJ
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1 .'5 Layout of tills thesis.

In chapter 2 we will descrioe tiie experimental

equipment with the main emphasis on the measurement of o-

eleC-.rDu spectra. Our set up tias been used to measure the

electron spectra produced by 13 MeV protons and 50 14eV alpha

particles scattered from a Pb nucleus. In chapter k the

results of those two experiments are described and compared

with t.'ie oGA calculations of which the main ingredients are

describe'! in chapter 3- The integrated values which give the

small impact parameter ionization probability are then

compared with small impact parameter data from literature.

In cnapter 5 small impact parameter measurements done with

100 MeV carbon ions are described. Besides K-shell

measurements we also present our L-subshell ionization

probability results for Pb. Finally in chapter 6 we will

discuss the results and make a more systematic comparison of

the different measurements. An appendix is added in which

energy strangling proolems in solid targets are treated.
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Chapter 2

Experimental methods

2.1 Introduction

As nas Deen pointed out already in Chapter 1, one has

to determine several independent parameters in order to

specify completely the dynamics of an ion-atom collision in

whicn ionization takes place: the angle of the emitted elec-

tron, the angle of the scattered projectile, the atomic

shell the electron originates from and the energy of the

electron or the energy of the scattered particle. Such a

complete experiment would require a triple coincidence ex-

periment between the emitted electron, the x-ray or Auger

electron resulting from the decay of the vacancy and the

scattered projectile. It would mean an extremely low count

rate given a realistic energy byte of the electron spectro-

meter and the solid angles for the three detection systems.

Consequently, most of the experimental data obtained up till

now are on cross sections integrated over one or more of the

collision parameters. Unfortunately any integration will

mean a loss of information.

One possible differential measurement is the impact

parameter dependent ionization probability P(b), Here one

measures the decay product of an inner shell vacancy in

coincidence with the scattered particle at an angle o. For

Coulomb scattering the impact parameter b is related to the

scattering angle through the Rutherford scattering law:

tge/2 = ac/b, where ac=ZiZ2e
2/Mv2 equals half the distance

of closest approach in a head on collision.

The decay product of the inner shell vacancy can be an

x-ray or an Auger electron. In most experiments of this kind

one detects the characteristic x-ray. Figure 2.1 shows the

K-shell fluorescence yield, i.e. the fraction of the de-
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excitations resulting in a characteristic x-ray, and the

Auger yield versus atomic number[Kra79].

Fig. 2.1

The dependence of the K-shell fluorescence yield, to, , and the Auger
yield, a^, on the atomic number Z.

Prom the ratio of the number of particles scattered

"elastically" from the nucleus at a certain angle 8 in coin-

cidence with the decay product of the vacancy, N c o l n (e) , to

the total number of elastically scattered particles at that

angle, Ntotal^9^J t h e ionization probability can be deter-

mined according to the formula:

P ( e )
Ncoin(8)

N total ( 9 ) k

where ek is the efficiency of the x-ray detector including

the solid angle and u^ the fluorescence yield.

Since the ionization probabilities to be measured are

often low ( = 10~ ) it is advantageous to use for the scat-

tered particles a detector with a large solid angle to cover

simultaneously a large r-ange of impact parameters. In this

way ionization probabilities for different impact parameters

can be obtained simultaneously. In various measurements of
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this kind one has used multiwire proportional chambers or

position sensitive parallel plate avalanche detectors[Sta8l,

Seh82]. The characteristics of those detectors: position

sensitivity in two dimensions, essentially 100% efficient,

very good high count rate performance and the fact that they

do not suffer from radiation damage effects make them very

suitable for these kinds of experiments.

A somewhat different experiment has been performed by

Dost et al.[Dos8l] in which smal] Impact parameter ion-

ization probabilities were measured over a range of targets

with 7 MeV protons as projectiles. Measuring over a range of

targets means effectively varying the K-shell electron ve-

locities, so in those measurements ionization probabilities

are obtained as a function of the adiabaticity of the col-

lision, which is defined as £ = 2/8 x v /v^. Here 6 is the

screening parameter, v_ is the projectile velocity and vk is

the Bohr velocity of the K-shell electron.

The study of the ion atom collision processes through

the measurement of 6-electrons has evolved from the study of

low %2 systems, using mostly gas targets[Mad76], to the

study of heavy ion induced ionization processes on high Z2

targets.

To detect the 6-electrons one needs an electron spec-

trometer which also has to serve as a filter for low energy

electrons[Bos78, Bel82, Wei82]. As an example, in a study by

Qüttner et al.[GütÖ2] with projectiles ranging from Z=6 to

Z=53 on targets of Pb and U one had to filter out all elec-

trons with an energy lower than 50 keV which originate main-

ly from outer shells. They have intensities several orders

of magnitude higher than the electrons with an energy of 50

keV and higher which are mainly due to K-shell ionization.

In these experiments one has measured single electron spec-

tra as well as electron spectra with a K x-ray coincident

requirement so that also the shell from which the electron

originated was determined.

The combination of the two kinds of experiments, that
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is the measurement of P(b) and the measurement of the 5-

electron spectrum would result in the triple coincident

complete experiment. The experiments described in this

thesis are scattered particle x-ray coincidence experiments,

where the scattered particle is measured at a definite angle

with high energy resolution. Through such an accurate meas-

urement of the energy loss of the scattered particles it is

then possible to infer the energy transferred to the emitted

electron. Thus our measurements are in principle equivalent

to a complete measurement in which only one single integ-

ration is performed namely over the emission angle of the 6-

electron. The angular distributions of THE 6-electrons has

been measured before and found to be in good agreement with

the SCA theoretical calculation [Bel82].

To summarize we list the advantages and disadvantages

of the approach chosen by us. The advantages are:

1) Instead of a triple coincidence measurement only a double

coincidence is necessary which facilitates the measurement

considerably.

2) Measuring in the energy-loss mode makes it possible to

obtain the total kinetic energy distribution of the 6-elec-

trons, while in a direct measurement there is in practice a

lower limit to the electron kinetic energy which can be

detected. The measurement of the complete electron spectrumn

also allows to obtain the ionization probability.

3) In a direct measurement multiple ionization processes

would lead to too large a cross section. In the indirect

measurements such processes are no problem as long as the

ionization processes are independent. In that case we may

write:

PKX(b) = PK(b) x Px(b)

where Pv(t') is the ionization probability of all shells

except the K-shell. Px(b) t h u s descrit>es the ionization

probability of all higher orbits and will effect the elastic

scattering collisions in the same way as the K-shell ion-

izing collisions. The shape of the 6-electron spectrum can
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th en ir principle be obtained by unfolding the particle

spectrum coincident with K x-rays, with the elastic peak

shape.

The limitation of this method is mainly due to the fact

that one needs a very good energy resolution of the particle

detection system. In fact the applicability of the method

depends on the ratio of the energy resolution, tUat can be

obtained, to the binding energy of the K-shell electron and

also somewhat on the ionization probability. This will be-

come clear when wt; present our data in chapter A and 5-

After a general description of the set-up the details

of the experiments will be described, followed by a specific

example of ionization of Pb by 50 MeV alpha particle impact.

2.2 An overview of the experimental equipment.

For the experiments described in this thesis 15 MeV

protons, 50 MeV alpha particles and 100 MeV C ion beams

were used from the KVI variable energy AVF cyclotron. The

set-up for the proton and alpha particle experiments was
i pvery similar and somewhat different from the C experiment.

The main experimental problem for the proton and alpha

particle experiments is the low ionization probability,
i pwhile for C it is the resolution that can be obtained.

In figure 2.2 a lay-out of the KVI beam lines is shown.

In our experiments the beams were transported to the mag-

netic spectrograph through the S and D beam lines. The ana-

lyzing magnet, located in the S line, was used to select a

fraction of the beam with an energy spraad of 2x10"^ which

corresponds to the nominal resolution of the spectrograph.

The transmission of the S line for this setting is about

2.5$ although it is possible to improve on this number

without loss of resolution by a dispersion matching tech-

nique[Ber83]. The overall resolution obtained in the ex-

periments with protons and alpha particles was 4x10 which

is in agreement with the estimated value obtained from -
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Fig. 2.2
Layout of the K.V.I, cyclotron and the beam lines.

adding the contributions from the analyzing systein, the

spectrograph, the target and the detection system. In the

experiment with carbon beams the resolution was >6xlO . A

discussion of the resolution problem with heavy ion beams

will be given in chapter 5, where the results of the 1 2C

experiments are described in detail.

For the proton and alpha particle experiments typical

beam currents were 50 to 60 nA on target. With these beam
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currents the count rates in the detectors were such that

corrections for pile-up and dead time were not too large. In

fact the total corrections ere of the order of 10% and so

the uncertainty in those corrections will have only a small

effect on. the error of the final result. In the carbon ex-

periment the beam current was limited to 20 enA. The main

limitation here was the output of the internal PIG-source of

the cyclotron.

A schematic overview of the detection system consisting

of the scattering chamber with two x-ray detectors, the

spectrograph and the focal plane detection system, is shown

in figure 2.3- The different parts will now be described in

more detail.

Fig. 2.3
A schematic overview of the
detection system showing the
scattering chamber with two
x-ray detectors, the magnetic
spectrograph and the focal
plane detection system.

focal
plane ^ MW.PC

beam

2.2.1 The scattering chamber and x-ray detectors.

Figure 2.4 shows the lay-out of the scattering chamber.

The chamber is connected through a fixed joint to the spec-

trograph and through a flexible one to the beam pipe. In

this way the scattering angle of the spec.t -ograph can be

varied between 6 and 18 degrees. Our experiments were done

at 12 degrees. X-ray detectors can be placed at 90 degrees
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Ge-crystal

Fig. 2.4
The scattering chamber with the x-ray detector, the Pb shielding inside
the chamber and the Faraday cup. The spectrograph is at an angle of 12
degrees, the bellows allow rr.easurements in an angular range from 6 to 18
degrees.

with respect to the beam. In the proton and alpha particle

experiments only one detector was used, the minimum distance

from the detector to the target was 40 mm. The detector was

shielded from the Faraday cup by lead bricks put inside as

well as outside the scattering chamber. The flange in front

of the x-ray detector, ranging in thickness from 0.4 to 2 mm

Al depending on the specific experimental requirements,

served also as an absorber for the low .nergy x-rays. In the

proton and alpha particle experiments the x-ray detector was

a 80mm x5mm planar intrinsic Ge-detector, with an absorber

of 2 mm Al in front., During the carbon experiments in addi-

tion a second Ge-detector with the dimensions 200mm x7mm

was used.

The overall photopeak efficiency of the detectors was

calculated using calibrated y and x-ray sources, which were

placed at the target position. Table 2.1 summarizes the

sources and the gamira and x-ray lines used for this calibra-

tion. Figure 2.5 shows as an example the efficiency plot of

the 80mm2x5mm detector with an absorber of 0.4mm Al in

front. This is a typical efficiency plot taken after one of

the carbon runs. From such a plot th>. overall efficiency of
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Table 2.1
The radioactive sources with Che gamma and x-ray lines used
to calibrate the Ge x-ray detectors.

Source Energy(keV) Source Energy(keV)

241Am

133Ba

13.9
17.7
20.9
26.35
59.54

30.63
30.97
35.
79.62
81.0

152Eu

"co

88Y

39.52
40.12
45.41
46.58

14.41
122.06
136.47

14.14
15.9

the detector can be determined with an absolute accuracy of

±5% in the region of interest. Figure 2.6 shows two charac-

teristic x-ray spectra obtained with this detector, figure

2.6a is for the alpha particle on Pb experiment where a 2 mm

absorber was used, figure 2.6b shows the spectru.n from the

10"

10 0 20" 80
keV

Fig. 2.5
A typical example of an efficiency curve for the SOrnm^x5mm x-ray
detector. An absorber of 0-4nun Al in front of the detector was used
in this case.
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Fig. 2.6
Two characteristic x-ray spec-
tra induced by 50 MeV alpha
particles(a) and 100 MeV car-
bon ions(b) in a Pb target.
The L x-ray lines are much
more reduced in upper figure
(2 mm Al absorber) than in the
lover one( 0.4 mm Al absorber).

80

carbon on Pb run with a 0.4 mm absorber. The different be-

haviour at the low x-ray energies is the result of the cut

off at low energy due to the thicker absorber. It especially

shows up in the relative intensities of the different L x-

ray lines.

Figure 2.7 shows a photograph of the setup of the scat-

tering chamber; the x-ray detector is positioned on the left

side; on the right side the motor drives for the slits de-

fining the spectrograph opening angle can be seen. In the

middle, one can see the target ladder in which four targets

can be mounted. The target angle with respect to the beam is

adjustable.

2.2.2 The spectrograph.

A schematical layout of the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph

is shown in figure 2.8, the most important design properties

are listed in table 2.2[Dre74]. The horizontal angular span

corresponding to the largest possible solid angle of lOmsr,
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Fig. 2.7
A photograph showing tne scattering chamber. The x-ray detector,
shielded with a Pb cone is shown left in the figure. On the right
side the connection to the spectrograph is shown.

is 6 degrees. Detailed resolution studies with ^0 i-'e'/ a1, pna

par t ic les using a small position sensitive solid st:tte de-

tector with a position resolution better1 than 0.3 :n:n snowed

that with a thin 80 ^'/ciri' Au target , a horizontal opening

angle of 3 degrees and full vert ical opening angle a reso-

lution £E/E=2. 3xlO~i| could be obtained. This value ol' ,i K/«

could be reduced to 1.7x10 by inserting an extremely thin,

point- l ike, target on a formvar bacKing. Using horizontal

opening angles larger tnan 3 degrees the e las t ic scattering

peaks developed t a i l s on the nign energy side. For tne ex-

periments to be described here not only the resolution

(FWHM) but also tne shape of the e las t ic scattering peak is

important. Therefore our experiments have Deen performed

using an horizontal opening angle not exceeding 3 degrees.
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Table 2.2
Design properties of Che magnetic spectrograph.

resolution (base width)
at full solid angle

maxinum solid angle

energy range

focal plane

angle of incidence
(horizonta1)

dispersion along the
focal plane

kinematic compensation

magni f icat ion

radius of curvature

4Ap/p = 0-5 to 1.8 10
(varying over energy range)

= 1 O m s r

straight, 120cm long,
3-6 cm high

45° ± 3°

11.3(1+0.35k)cm/ % momentum

- 0.94
- 7.1

R = 120cm

QMG/2 Spectrograph.

Dl

Fig. 2.8
The layout of the magnetic spectrograph.
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2.2.3 The focal plane detection system.

For the focal plane detection system the following

requirements can be formulated:

1) The contribution to the overall resolution due to the

inaccuracy in the position determination should be small

compared to those from other sources like the spectrograph,

the analyzing system and the target.

2) The system must be able to handle very high count rates

(> 100 kHz). Since such a high count rate is nearly com-

pletely due to elastic scattering it will be localised in

one single peak having a width of only a few millimeter.

3) It should have a 100% efficiency for ionizing particles.

4) It should have a good long term performance (several

days) at the above mentioned count rates, so it should not

suffer from radiation damage effects.

To meet these requirements a multiwire proportional chamber-

(MWPC) was build after a scheme used nowadays for many focal

plane detection systems with an inclined angle of incidence

on the focal plane. These systems combine the properties of

multiwire proportional chambers with those of drift chambers

[8er77]. The detector described here is constructed follow-

ing a scheme developed by J.Distelbrink for the electron

spectrometers at Nikhef-K(Amsterdam) [Dis8^], the main dif-

ference being that in our design all relevant parameters

(wire spacing, wire diameter, gap size) are scaled down by a

factor of two and that the readout electronics is greatly

simplified because we do not need the high intrinsic reso-

lution required for the electron spectrometers. With our

detector we obtain an intrinsic resolution of lmm corre-

sponding to AE/E=1.7xlO which is sufficient for our pur-

pose.

Figure 2.9 is a schematic drawing of the focal plane

detection system. The upper part shows the lay-out of the

detector box. The gas inside the box, with a working pres-

sure of around 100 torr, is separated from the vacuum out
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Fig. 2.9
Schematic drawing of the focal plane detection system.
a) The system consists out of a wire chamber placed in the focal plane
and a scintillator covering the whole effective area of the wirechamber.
b) Part of the wirechamber is shown enlarged. The effective area of a
wire is indicated by vertical dashed lines- Particles traversing the
detector between the inclineo. dashed lines a and b cross the sensitive
area of three wires, particles traversing between b and c, the sensitive
area of two wires.

side by a 12pm thick 17crax5cm Kapton f o i l . The MWPC is

located at the focal plane and a p las t ic s c i n t i l l a t o r

covering the whole sensit ive area ,>f the wire chamber is

placed behind i t . The lower part of figure 2.9 shows an

enlarged schematic view of a part of the wire chamber, while

figure 2.10 shows an "exploded view" of the detector de-
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picting schematically how it is assembled. The cathodes

which consist of 2.5ym thick aluminized mylar foils are on

negative high voltage(~-1000V), while the anodes which are

lOym thick goldplated tungsten wires are grounded through

the preamplifiers. Each of the two cathode foils and the

anode wires are mounted on 1.6mm thick printed circuit

boards. There are in total 64 anode wires. In figure 2.9

field lines, calculated with a program written by Bourgeois

and Dufey [Bou733, are drawn for two sections showing the

sensitive area of these wires. For the other wires the

sensitive area is indicated by vertically dashed lines.

Particle traversing the detector at an angle of 45 degrees

with respect to the focal plane, between a and b or between

b and c, will cross the sensitive area of three or two wires

respectively.

In this scheme it is essential that also the corners of

the sensitive region are efficient, and so the presence of

electronegative vapours in the gas mixture, like the often

s outlet

mylar foil

gas inlet"

Fig. 2.10
Exploded view of the wire chamber.
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used freon admixture for proportional chambers should be

avoided. Instead we use an argon isobutane mixture in the

volume proportions 50-50$; with this gas mixture the detec-

tor still works in the true proportional region and no pulse

height saturation effects occur, like in the "magic" gas

containing freon. This is illustrated in figure 2.11 in

which the pulse heights on a single wire are shown for three

different cases. The histogram labeled 1 is the pulse height

distribution obtained from one of the outer wires of a

tnree-wire event. In this case ionizing particles will have

traversed distances smaller than 1.7mm in the sensitive

volume of this particular wire. The histogram labeled 2 is

the pulse height distrioution for two-wire hit events. In

this case particles produce an ionization track in the sen-

sitive volume of that particular wire between 2.8 and 1.7mm.

And finally the nistogram labeled 3 is from the central wire

in a three wire hit event; here the ionization track length

of the particles is always 2.8mrn. These pulse height spectra

are from a test experiment with 50 MeV alpha particles and a

gas pressure of 100 torr.

Pulse height (orb units)

Fig. 2.11
Pulse height spectra obtained
under the following conditions:
The full line histogram(l) is a
pulse height spectrum from one of
the outer wires in a three-wire-
event, i.e. events from particles
crossing the detector between the
lines a and b in figure 2.9. The
dotted line labeled 3 is a pulse
height spectrum from the central
wire in a three-wire-event. The
dashed line histogram(2) is a pul-
se height spectrum from one of the
wires in a two-wire-event, i.e.
events from particle crossing the
detector between the lines b and c
in fig 2.9.
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It is clear that the outermost corner of a sensitive

area will not be fully efficient. To get an impression of

the magnitude of this effect we note the following. At a

pressure of 100 torr 50 MeV alpha particles are still '6

times minimum ionizing [Ric74, Nor70]. Prom this we can

calculate the average number of primary and total ion pairs

produced when the particle traverses a layer of lOOym. For a

50-50? mixture of argon-isobutane we get n(p)=3 pairs/lOOpm

and n(t)=12 pairs/lOOum respectively [Sau77]. Here n(p) is

the number of primary ionizing collisions. The ejected elec-

trons have in the average enough energy to further ionize

the gas thus producing secondary electron-ion pairs; n(t)

gives the total number of electron-ion pairs. The ineffi-

ciency of a track, assuming Poisson statisticss is than

exp(-n(p)) and amounts to 5% for a 100pm track. From geome-

trical considerations alone one finds that for an uniform

intensity distribution of particles incident on the focal

plane at an angle of 45 degrees, the ratio of 2 wire hits to

3 wire hits would be 2 : 3. The fact that the corners of the

sensitive regions are not fully efficient brings this ratio

already closer t<- 1 : 1, and it can be made exactly equal

with the adjustable threshold of the preamplifier. There are

always a certain number of single wire and four wire hits

caused presumably by either large angle scattering of the

particles or by the production of high energy electrons in

the gas or entrance foil. Together those single wire and

four wire hits never amounted to more than 5% • The spectra

obtained from these events are the same as those obtained

for the 2 and 3 wire hits and so these events are included

in the final position spectra.

The high count rate performance of the detector has

been tested, at 1 atmosfere gas pressure, with a °°Sr 0-

source . With a large part of the detector irradiated, count

rates as high as 250kHz on one single wire were obtained

without notably detoriation of its operation.
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Pigure 2.12 shows a photograph of the detector in the

detector box. The box itself is placed inside the spectro-

graph detector chamber .The piece of pipe on top of the box

is fed to the outside through a flange on top of the detec-

tor chamber of fie spectrograph. The signal wires (64) are

via an aluminum flange with feed-throughs inside this pipe

connected with 40cm long 50ohm coaxial cables to preampli-

fiers, shown at the righthand side of the figure. The feed-

throughs are obtained by glueing each of the shielded signal

cables in a corresponding small hole drilled in the flange.

In this way the detector box with a gas pressure of around

100 torr is separated from the normal, 1 atmosfere, pressure

Fig. 2.12
Photograph showing the detector system, with in the centre the detector
box with the wire chamber. On the left side one can see the scintillator
mounted on the rear flange of the detector box. On the right hand side
the preamplifier-discriminator boards are shown.
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outside. The countergas inlet is directly connected to the

detector wtiile the gas outlet ends in the detector box. The

gas pressure is stabilized by electronic regulation of the

gas flow, for which a commercial unit (Granville-Phillips

type 126) has been used. This setup has the advantage that

small leaks in the feed throughs can be accepted while they

r.ave no effect on the composition of the detector gas

itself. Thus we can use shielded cables all the way from the

detector to the preamplifiers. The preamplifiers are mounted

on commercially available preamplifier-discriminators

boards(Lecroy model 7791), which are visible on the right-

hand side in figure 2.12. The differential inputs are

terminated in 200ohm, while the thresholds are voltage con-

trolled and adjustable from 200MV to 3.2mV. The 64 differen-

tial outputs are interfaced to CAMAC coincidence registers

(Lecroy model 4448) located in the counting room by twisted

pair cables with a length of 120 meters. At the left side in

figure 2.12 the scintillator (NE102A) is shown which is

coupled via a bent and twisted perspex light guide to the

photomultiplier (RCA6199) . The whole scintillator system is

mounted on the rear lid of the detector box. The dimensions

of the scintillator are 25cmx6em with a thickness of 3.2mm

and covers the whole sensitive area of the wire chamber. The

last but one dynode of the photomultiplier is coupled to an

emitter follower. This analog signal can be used for parti-

cle identification. However the main purpose of the scintil-

lator is to provide a good timing signal to be used for the

event definition as will be described in the following para-

graph.

2.3 Electronics

A simplified block scheme of the electronics setup is

shown in figure 2.13. Gates for the CAMAC coincidence regis-

ters of the wire chamber are obtained from a coincidence

signal between the scintillator signal and the timing signal
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«ui- COINC
ctiomber REG
inputs J

overlap
coincidence
lime diagram

coincidence ou'

Fig. 2.13
Diagram of the electronic logic.
LED:leading edge discriminator, TFA:timing filter amplifier, FDP:fase
delay and pulse former, 0C:overlap coincidence, TAC:time-to-amplitude
converter, MC:majority coincidence unit, OR: or gates, ND: nanosecond
delays, GDGrgate and delay generator, Coinc. tteg. :48 input coincidence
register.

of the Ge x-ray detector. This signal is obtained from an

overlap coincidence unit. The inputs of this unit are a

short pulse of 20 nsec width derived from the scintillator

signal, by means of a logic delay and pulse former, and a

logic signal 600 nsec wide derived from the x-ray detector

signal. The output of the overlap coincidence unit is

directly related, in time, to the scintillator signal which

is correlated in time to the wire chamber signals. So this

output can be used as a gate for the coincidence registers

as is also clear from the diagram in figure 2.13 showing the

timing of the signal input and output of the overlap coinci-

dence. The twisted pair cables of 120 m length connecting
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the outputs of the preamplifier-discriminators located in

the spectrograph area to the CAMAC coincidence registers in

the counting room constitute a delay of 600 nsec which is

sufficient for matching these signals to the gate signal

derived from the coincidence between the x-ray and the scin-

tillator detector.

The two coincidence registers having 48 input channels

each, are subdivided in three groups of 16 channels. Every

group of 16 channels has an analog sum output. The analog

output corresponding to the group of 16 wires containing the

elastic scattering peak is used to acale down the total

number of counts in this group by an adjustable factor. This

adjustment is done by gating the analog output pulses with a

gating signal obtained from a pulser. By varying the fre-

quency of the pulses of constant length the effective gate-

open time can be varied. In this way the total event rate

into the computer can be limited. If one of the other tnree

groups of 16 channels contains a signal it will always lead

to an event. Additional logic circuitry takes care that the

wire chamber input registers are properly reset if there is

no coincidence between an elastically scattered particle and

the pulser signal.

Typical count rates in tne alpha particle and the

proton experiments were: scintillator 50 to 60kHz, x-ray

detector 5 to 8kHz. The coincident rate in the 600 nsec bin

amounted to 200 to 300Hz and was nearly completely due to

accidental counts between elastically scattered particles

and x-rays. The downscaling factor was roughly 20 resulting

in an event rate of 10 to 15Hz. For the x-ray detector a

pile-up Inspector was used. Events that fullfilled the pile-

up condition were labeled by setting a bit in an input

register, which made it possible to reject those events

later on in the off-line analysis. For normalisation pur-

poses and control of the proper functioning of the elec-

tronics 12 CAMAC scalars were updated. An event word con-

sists of the analog signals of the Ge-detector, the scijitll-
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lator and the TAC together with the bit pattern from the

wire chamber.

The timing has been adjusted in such a way that the TAC

spectrum, with a beam burst separation of roughly 160 nsec

for 15 MeV protons and 50 MeV alpha particles, contains

three peaks, the prompt one and two random ones.

2.4 Data acquisition and data reduction

The data taking program TAX[Kro8l], which runs on a PDP

15 computer was used to read out the CAMAC system and to

process the ADC and TDC words. The original program has a

resolution up to 13 bits, so that it had to be modified to

read out and process in addition the 16 bits words from the

coincidence registers. With the modified program up to 6

consecutive 16 bits words can be processed, this will then

in total compose one single 96 bits pattern. The bits in the

total pattern are numbered starting from zero. The following

five spectra are updated from the total bit pattern:

1) A spectrum corresponding in size to the bitpattern, where

each channel number corresponds to a bit number in the pat-

tern. The content of a channel is incremented if a bit is

set irrespective whether it belongs to a word where one, two

or more bits were set adjacent to each other or in an irreg-

ular way. This is used to monitor if all wires and its elec-

tronics are working properly. By using at the beginning of

each run a defocussed spectrograph beam so that the wire

chamber is irradiated homogeneously, such a check can be

made.

2) In the second spectrum the number of adjacent bits in a

total bitpattern word Is updated, thus giving the number of

one, two, three and more hit events. This is also used to

check the proper operation of the wire chamber and to adjust

the high voltage and the thresholds of the preamplifiers so

as to make the number of double and triple hits approxi-

mately equal.
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3) Spectrum 3 is updated if one and only one bit is set.

This spectrum has a length twice the number of wires. The

channel of which the number equals twice the bitnumber is

incremented.

4) Spectrum 4 is updated if two and only two adjacent bits

are set. This spectrum should also have a length of twice

the number of wires. That channel is incremented of which

the number equals the sum of bitnumber 1 and bitnumber 2.

5) Spectrum 5 is updated if three adjacent bits were set.

The size is the same as the spectra 3 and 4 and the channel

corresponding to twice the number of the middle bit is

incremented.

The last three spectra can be updated conditionally, e.g. by

gates on the X-ray spectrum or TAC spectrum or by a com-

bination of the two. These spectra make it possible to tune

the spectrograph properly by monitoring the resolution. One

channel in those spectra corresponds to 1 mm along the focal

plane. A similar bitpattern processing facility has been

incorporated in the off-line analysis program PAX[Kro8l]

which is running on a VAX 11/780 computer.

2.5 A selected example

As an example we will consider the experiment in which

50 MeV alpha particles were scattered from a Pb target.

Figure 2.14 shows that part of the x-ray spectrum which

contains only the K x-rays of Q2Pb a n d 84Po* T h e P o x- r a v

lines presumably result from the Pb(a,xn)Po reaction and the

subsequent decay of the highly excited Po nuclei by internal

conversion, thus creating K-shell vacancies in the Po atoms.

These Po x-rays should not be coincident with scattered

alpha particles; in chapter 4 we will show that this is the

case indeed(see figure 4.6b). Figure 2.15 is the TAC spec-

trum obtained with the condition of a gate on the Ka x-rays

of Pb. The left and right peaks are the random ones and the

prompt peak is in the middle. It is clear from this figure
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that the condition: 'coincident with Pb K x-rays' is not yet

very selective.

11250 -

Fig. 2.14
The spectrum from the Ge-detec-
tor in the K x-ray region indu-
ced by 50 MeV alpha particles in
a Pb target.

Projecting out the position spectra from the wire cham-

ber gives figure 2.16. Figure 2.16a is a projection of the

position spectrum with the combined condition of a gate on

the Ka x-rays and a gate on the random peak of the time

spectrum. Figure 2.l6b shows a similar spectrum but with a

gate on the prompt peak in the time spectrum. Considering

the binding energy of the K-shell electron in Pb of 88keV,

and an overall resolution of 20keV we expect the real events

to be located at an excitation energy of 60keV and higher

relative to the elastic paak. Integrating both spectra over

the interval E l o >60keV we find a total of 500 counts in

the random spectrum of figure 2.16a and 2000 in the prompt

spectrum of figure 2.16b. So the real to random ratio in

Fig. 2.15
The spectrum from the time-to-
amplitude converter taken in
coincidence with Pb K x-rays,
showing two random peaks and
the prompt one. -200 -100 e 100 200

Delay time (ns)
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Pb la,a')
Ea=50 MeV
rondom

Fig. 2.16
Random(a) and prompt(b) alpha-
particle energy spectra in which
the elastic peak has been down-
scaled by a factor of 20. The
two spectra differ for an energy-
loss larger than 60 keV where in
the prompt spectrum the events
due to K-shell ionization are
detected.

Pb (a,a)
Ea = 50 MeV
prompt

this case is 3 to 1. Prom this example it will be clear that

not only the resolution at PWHM is important but even more

so the reduction of the tail on the low energy side of the

elastic peak. This tail or more general the asymmetric "<eak

shape is mainly caused by the energy loss straggling in the

target which gives a typical Landau-Vavilov distribution.

(See the appendix on energy loss straggling.) Any inhomoge-

nlty in the target will contribute to the asymmetric peak

shape, so great care has to be given to the preparation of

the targets. We used 100ug/cm2 Pb targets on a 50ug/cm2

formvar backing with an energy loss for 50 MeV alpha

particles of 5keV and 7keV respectively.
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Chapter 3

Theory

3-1 General Introduction

In tne introductory chapter we have already remarked

that for symmetric and asymmetric collision systems two

different mechanisms are known to be responsible for- crie

production of inner .shell vacancies. Here we limit ourselves

to asymmetric collision systems, where Z,<<Z, . In tnat

case the excitation mechanism is the direct Coulomb inter-

action between the projectile and the electron. In the fol-

lowing we will describe the various tneoretical models which

have been developed for those systems. An assumption in all

these models is that the electrons which are, in the ioni-

zation process, removed from the inner shells can. oe treated

as independent, that is dynamical effects on the remainder

of the electron cloud are not taken into account.

Calculations of the total ionization probabilities have

first been performed in the the plane wave Born approxi-

mation(PWBA). The theory as well as the experimental status

up to 1958 has been reviewed by Merzbacher and Lewis[ Mei'58] .

In the PWBA the differential cross section fur tne emission

of an electron with final energy E f is given as:

do Q „21 e 2 1 2
 r« dq T , .. .

dI7 = ̂ Zft^j ƒ ^- x J (i.l)

with

J = |/e1^*%J(r)*1(r)dr|
2 (3.1a)

where Zj .e is the charge of the projectile, v is the rela-

tive velocity of the ions in the centre of mass system and

hq is the momentum transfer In the collision process. The

lower limit of the integration variable hqo Is the minimum
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momentum transfer to the electron which is given as

hqQ = Eb/v with Eb the electron binding energy.

It is not so easy to give quantitatively the validity

region of the PWBA. Qualitatively the Born approximation is

applicable if one may neglect the distortion of the wave

function of the projectile by the active electron, which

puts a lower limit on the velocity of the projectile. The

use of plane waves is justified as long as the Coulomb de-

flection of the projectile by the nucleus may be neglected.

This condition puts also a lower limit on the energy of the

projectile. Por all practical cases this is the strongest

requirement, i.e. if a plane wave description is justified

the Born approximation is also valid. One may then specify

the validity region of the PWBA as

ZjZ2e
2

« 2 (3'2)S7 « 2

With this simple approximation reasonable agreement between

experiment and theory can be obtained for the total ioniza-

tion probabilities. This, however, depends strongly on the

description of the atomic system; i.e. the specific wave

functions used in evaluating expression 3.1a. Por low Z2

targets non-relativistic hydrogenic wave functions have been

used for the electron in the initial bound state but for

targets of large atomic number and for low projectile ve-

locities it has been shown to be essential to use relati-

vistic wave functions. Relativistic wave functions have been

implemented in the PWBA description by Jamnik and Zupancic

[Jam57]. Furthermore if hydrogenic wave functions are used,

screening effects should be incorporated in the description

oT the atomic system. "Inner" screening which is the

screening of the nuclear charge by other inner shell elec-

trons Is, for the K-shell, taken into account through the

use of an effective nuclear charge of (Z2-O.3); It affects

the K-shell radius as well as the binding energy. "Outer"

screening Is caused by the interactions between electrons
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and affects only the binding energy; it is incorparated

through the use of an effective binding energy. The outer

screening can be taken into account by a parameter 8 defined

as:

E, (experimental)
} ( 3 # 3 )

(Z2-0.3)
2*Ry

with the Rydberg unit Ry=13.6eV.

The effects of screening are implicitly incorporated in

wave functions obtained from a Hartree-Pock potential. With

these more realistic wave functions better fits to the

experimental data have been obtained than with nydrogenic

wave functions in which case screening was taken into

account in an approximate way. A similar choice has to be

made with respect to the description of the electron in the

final state. The continuum states can be derived from a

screened Coulomb potential or from a self consistent poten-

tial as discussed in the review article by Kocbach[Koc80].

For low velocities the criterion given in formula 3.2

is no longer valid and the PWBA calculation overpredicts the

experimental data. The lack of agreement in this region has

stimulated in fact the development of a semi-classical

approximation model(SCA).

3.2 The SCA model

In this model the projectile scattering from the target

nucleus is treated classically, while the projectile elec-

tron interaction is treated quantum mechanically. The neces-

sary and sufficient condition for treating the projectile

motion classically is:[Boh48]

2a 2Z1Zze
2

* = ~T = —ft > !» with ac

ac is half the distance of closest approach in a head-on

collision an-* K is the de Broglie wave length *=h/yv with y
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the reduced mass.

Calculations in this ;nodel give In principle the differen-

tial impact-parameter dependent cross section (do/dEf.)Vj

wnich is given as:

iff-) = p![>lL't<f|V(t)|i>dt|2 (3.5)
f o

The total cross section per energy interval dEf of the emit-

ted electron is then obtained by an integration over impact

paramete rs:

(3.6)

The Coulomb ionizatlon is described as the first order time-

dependent perturbation of the electron by the field of the

projectile. The perturbing potential is written as

- Zje2

V(t) = (3-7)
|r-S(t)|

r denotes the coordinate of the electron, S(t) is the time

dependent position vector of the projectile which describes

a hyperbolic orbit. In figure 3-1 the collision system is

sketched and the coordinates defined. In the limiting case

that we can disregard the Coulomb repulsion of the incident

charged particle by the target nucleus, the hyperbolic orbit

is going over in a straight line. In that case the cross

Fig. 3.1
Classical picture of the atomic
Coulomb excitation process.
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sectioa obtained is identical to that obtained in the

PWBA[Ban59]:

, str. line ,
<A2 a°
u f SCA f PWBA

It is clear that at the lower energies the difference

between calculations taking the Coulomb repulsion into

account by integrating over the correct hyperbolic orbit and

those in which the straight line approximation is applied,

will increase.

In the SCA model a number of corrections have to be

made. This can be understood by considering the minimum

value of the integration variable qu in formula 3.1. From

energy and momentum conservation we can calculate the

minimum momentum transfer to the electron in case the

electron is ionized and given the minimum amount of kinetic

energy Ekln=0:

M EH
(hq0)

2 = 2M(/E-/(E-EB))^ ^ (3-9)

The last equality holds in the limit Eg<<E.

So qu=Eg/hv where Eg is the binding energy, E is the energy

of the projectile and vp its velocity. For the upper limit

holds:

(3.10)

with p the momentum of the incoming particle. Without making

an appreciable error we may put qmax
=co. The main contribu-

tion to the total lonization cross section has been shown to

come fron- impact parameters b=rad[Ban59], where rad is the

adiabatic radius and defined as rad=l/q0 » This means that

the major contribution to the cross section in the region

vp<<vk comes from impact parameters small compared to the K-

shell radius. For a general case this is sketched in figure

3.2.
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Fig. 3.2
The probability P(b) oi ejection
of a K-shell electron as a func-
tion of the impact parameter b in
an adiabatic collision. The area
under the curve b.P(b) shows the
contribution for the various im-
pact parameters to the total
cross section.

For low relative velocities v_/Vi, and medium values of
P K

Zz the PWBA or the straight line SCA overestimate the ex-

perimental values. The reason for this is twofold:

1) In this velocity range, v /vlc<<l, the K-shell electron

will adiabatically adjust to the presence of the projectile

inside the K orbit; ionization takes place at small dis-

tances between projectile and nucleus, that is to say small

compared to the K-shell radius. It is then more appropriate

to describe the electron as the electron of the united atom

(Zua=Zi+Z2); this is normally denoted as the 'binding

effect'. This effect will lower the ionization probability.

2) The second effect that causes a reduction of the loniza-

tlon probability is the deflection and deceleration of the

projectile by the nucleus. This effect is normally called

the "Coulomb repulsion" effect, but it should be stressed

that the most important effect on the reduction of the ioni-

zation probability is due to the decrease in the velocity of

the projectile in the Coulomb field of the nucleus. A cor-

rected velocity may be calculated by replacing
Z , Z, e7 ,

Jcm
by E

cm R -, with R =(R£in(b) ad;

For the total and differential lonization probabilities

obtained from the straight line SCA simple scaling relations
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have been derived[Koc74,Koc76],

Pb(b) = ̂  fU.x) with C = ^ = ~ ; x = — (3.11)

This scaling law makes a comprehensive tabulation of the

ionization probability possible[Han75]. The effects of

binding and Coulomb repulsion can of course be incorporated

exactly in the theory, but the full calculations are rather

involved. One can take these effects approximately into

account through an adjustment of the scaling parameters, and

by making use of tabulated values.

There is a third correction, which is due to the rela-

tivistic effects on the electron wave functions, and which

can not be taken into account through an adjustment of the

scaling parameters but should be incorporated through a

correction factor. For example, for protons with energies
197between 1 and 2 MeV incident on ^lAu the ratio

a( rel. )/a (non-rel.) has been calculated to be 10 to

20[Amu78]. A relativistic treatment will most strongly

affect the high momentum tail of the electron wave function.

Thus for small impact parameters or '*:>r low projectile

energy, where the minimum momentum trf.nsfer hqu will be

high, relativistic effects will predominantly show up.

Figure 3.3, taken from Andersen et al.[And78], illustrates

the effect of the various corrections for the case of 1 MeV

proton bombardment on ̂ Ag. It shows that large cancel-

lations of the various effects may occur. It also shows

that, for this relatively light target, relativistic effects

give already nearly a doubling of the ionization probabi-

lity. It should be noted that the corrections must be

applied in the right order: first binding and Coulomb

repulsion and than the relativistic effects[And82,Lea78].

This is so because for not too small projectile charge

number Zj and high target charge number Z2, the relativistic

corrections for the united atom (Z1+Z2) are much larger than

for the target atom (Z2). As can be seen from figure 3«3,
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MeV H on Hg

Fig. 3.3
The figure shows the
effect of the various
corrections applied to
the SCA calculation of
the Ionlzation probabi-
lity PK(b) for 1 MeV
protons on Ag.

Corrections are for
increased binding(B),
Coulomb deflection(C) and
relativistic effects(R).

.OD D.20 0.1D Q.60 O.BO 1.00 1 .?D

impBCt P o r a n e i e P [ p m l

the comparison with experiment will not allow in general to

draw conclusions about the correct treatment of individual

corrections.

To get a better understanding of the accuracy of the

SCA and the limits of its region of validity one has to do

an exact calculation. The simplest quantum-mechanical

description including both the projectile scattering from

the nucleus and the ionizatlon of the atom by the projectile

is given in the distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA).

3.3 The relation between SCA and DWBA

Calculations of the Coulomb ionization of inner shell

electrons in the DWBA formalism have been performed by Pauli
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and Trautmann [Pau78]. The total Hamiltonian is given as

H = T1+T.+T.+ (3.12)

The T operators are kinetic energy operators of the pro-

jectile, the target nucleus and the electrons. Z-̂  and Zg are

the projectile and the target charge numbers. The coordi-

nates used are given in figure 3-4. The Hamiltonian is split

in two parts H = Hu+V^nt where

and

(3.13)

(3.14)

The second term in this equation describes the recoil of the

nucleus. The interaction V̂ n̂ - may be approximated by:

V.lnt |ft-?|
under the assumption m2>>m1>>me. The differential ionization

Fig. 3.4
Systeni of coordinate vectors as
used in the formulas 3.12 till 3.16.
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probability is given as:

"*f'^i (3.15)
with

( 3 )

x ~ are the incoming and outgoing projectile scattering

wave functions, 4* is the free electron wave function

and <p . is the bound state wave function of the electron

perturbed by the projectile. Binding is then incorporated

through the perturbed bound state wave function $.

For large values of the Coulomb parameter < (formula

3.4) the T matrix may be evaluated in its semi-classical

limit. Trautmann et al. have performed an extensive

study[Tra80] of the relation SCA-DWBA, from which limits of

validity and the accuracy of the SCA approach as a function

of < have been obtained. The corrections described above

that should be applied to the straight line SCA approach,

are of course also imbedded in the DWBA although they are

then treated quite differently. In the semiclassical limit

the T matrix is calculated by an integration along the pro-

jectile trajectory in a screened Coulomb potential [Jac82].

Then in principle at every point along this trajectory a

perturbed electron wave function $. and perturbed station-

ary state binding energy E should be calculated. This is

possible in the Born-Oppenheimer1 approximation valid for

adiabatic collisions, but it would lead to excessive com-

puting times. The procedure followed instead is to evaluate

the perturbed binding energy and the wave function at a

suitable radial distance of the projectile and the target

nucleus, e.g. the classical turning point Rc defined as:

R =a„+ /(b2+a2) with b the impact parameter and a„ as

defined in formula 3.4.

Por some selected cases the binding energies evaluated as a
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function of the separation distance of projectile and target

nucleus have been compared to the united atom values by

Jacob et al.[Jac84]. For the small impact parameter ioni-

zation probabilities of systems as studied by us we will

compare the calculations performed in the united atom limit

and the separated atom limit when we will discuss our ex-

perimental findings in chapter 6.

As has been pointed out already in the beginning, in

the formalisms described here only one electron is treated

as active, all other electrons are treated as passive and

not affected in the ionization process. This means auto-

matically that no multistep lonization processes can be

described in this way.
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Chapter 4

The proton and alpha particle experiments on Pb.

4.1 Introduction and experimental details

In this chapter the results of the K-shell ionlzation

measurements with 15 MeV protons and 50 MeV alpha particles

will be given. As described in chapter 2 our primary goal

was to obtain in an indirect way the ionization probability

and the shape of the 6-electron spectrum by means of a coin-

cidence measurement between the scattered particle and the

x-ray. The measurement is performed with sufficiently good

resolution so that the energy tranferred to the electron in

the ionization process can be inferred from the energy-loss

of the scattered particle. The particles are measured in the

focal plane of the magnetic spectrograph, and particles that

have ionized the K-shell will be detected at a position

shifted with respect to the elastic peak a distance at least

equal to that corresponding to the binding energy. As dis-

cussed in chapter 2 the energy resolution obtainable under

realistic experimental circumstances is about 4x10 which

for 15 MeV protons amounts to 6 keV and for 50 MeV alpha

particles to 20 keV. This energy resolution has been one of

the reasons to choose Pb as a target, since the K shell

electrons of Pb have a binding energy of 88 keV which is

much larger than the energy resolution. An other reason for

choosing Pb, and not an other target of still higher atomic

number, is that Pb has no low lying excited states which, if

excited, could through their decay by Internal conversion

and subsequent emission of K x-rays, cause a true coinci-

dence between particle and K x-ray indistinguishable from a

direct ionization process.

It turned out to be difficult to make homogeneous,

thin, self supporting targets of Pb. For this reason we used
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100iig/cm2 Pb evaporated on a 50ug/cm2 formvar backing. The

energy-loss in the target and in the backing together

amounts to about 3 keV for the protons and 12 keV for the

alpha particles. We estimate that the energy straggling does

not exceed 50$ of the total energy loss so that energy

straggling in the target should not contribute much to the

overall energy resolution obtained. We will return to the

problem of resolution and energy straggling in appendix A.

In both experiments the count rates in the wire-chamber

scintillator system varied from 50 to 60 kHz, and in the x-

ray detector from 6 to 8 kHz. Since the solid angle of the

x-ray counter was fixed, the count rate in this detector was

determined by the beam current. The count rate in the wire-

chamber was adjusted by varying the solid angle of the spec-

trograph, which was set at 4msr in the proton experiment and

6msr in the alpha particle one. The x-ray count rate was

kept so low in order that the correction for pile-up did not

exceed 5% with a shaping time of 2usec and a pile-up inspec-

tion time of 6ysec. The count rate of 50 kHz in the scintil-

lator counter, caused a pile-up of 3 % using a coincidence

window of 600nsec. With these conditions the total event

rate of real and random events together was about 400 Hz,

with only about 1 real event per minute. This event rate was

nearly exclusively due to random coincidences between elas-

tically scattered particles and x-rays. The energy of the

scattered particles causing random events was at least 60

keV higher than the energy of particles causing real events.

Thus the random events can be downscaled by the procedure as

described before in chapter 2, to such a level that the

computer dead time was negligible.

In table 4.1 the important parameters for the collision

systems are given. The adiabatic radius has been defined in

chapter 3, £ is a measure of the adiabaticity of the col-

lision.

Table 4.2 summarizes the data of the two experiments.

The ionization probability P(b) has been calculated from the
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Table 4.1
The important parameters for the collision systems
p+Pb and a+Pb.

Protons Alpha particles

Beam energy

(adiabacic radius)

r k(Pb K-shell radius)

^(reduced velocity)

b(impact parameter at
12° scattering angle)

15 MeV

400 fm

670 fm

0 .61

38 fm

50 MeV

360 fin

67 0 fm

0.54

23 fm

Table 4.2
Summary of the experimental results and theoretical calcu-
lations for the p+Pb and a+Pb system.

Energy

Energy resolution

Ka x-ray efficiency
(error 5%)

True counts

Ionization probability

Theory
1) rel. hydrogenic

wave functions
2) Hartree-Fock

wave functions

Protons

15 MeV

6 keV

1.8x 10~3

1741±43

(1 . 56±O.10)x10~4

1 .81x10~4

1.73xlO~4

Alpha part ie Ie s

50 MeV

20 keV

8.Ox10"4

1520+45

(5.3±0.4)x10"4

5.96xl0"4

5.68x 10"4
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relation:

P(b)
N
true

N, , u, e, f
tot k k

where (4.1)

Ntrue i s t n e number of true events, obtained from a coinci-

dence with the Ka x-rays only,

N t o t is the total number of elastically scattered particles

with the contributions from the backing (0 and C ) , amounting

to 2% and 1% respectively for the protons and alpha parti-

cles, subtracted,

w k is the fluorescence yield,

e k is the overall photopeak detection efficiency for K x-

rays including the solid angle and

f is the relative intensity of Ka x-rays in the K x-ray

spectrum; f=Ka/(Ka+Kg)=0.78 and has been taken from litera-

ture[Sal74].

The quoted errors in the ionization probability are

statistical errors, typically a few percent, added to the

error introduced by the x-ray detector efficiency measure-

ment.

4.2 The 6-electron distributions.

Figure 4.1 shows the K x-ray spectrum in the region of

interest from the Pb(p,p') experiment at Ep=15 MeV. As shown

in the figure the Pb x-ray peaks are superposed on a large

4800 -

i MOO •

1600 •

0

—r

Pb'

K

J•

II
KX-RAY SPECTRUM
Pb ip,fiX)

Pb
rt K '̂«

i 1 \ A

_

-

70 75 80 85 90

KeV

Fig. 4.1
The total K x-ray spectrum
induced by 15 MeV protons
on a Pb target.
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background coming mainly from the Faraday cup. There is one

additional small peak presumably from (p,xn) reactions lead-

ing to excited states in Bi isotopes. The decay of these

states through internal conversion is then the cause of the

Bi K line. Although the KQ. line of Bi coincides with the

Pb K line it will not effect the results, since tnis con-

tribution is not in coincidence with a scattered proton.

The 6-electron spectra deduced from the proton data are

shown in figure 4.2. The spectra in figure 4.2a are position

spectra from the wire chamber along the focal plane obtained

in coincidence with Ka x-rays measured in the Ge detector.

In figure A.2a the full line histogram is the prompt, the

dotted line histogram a random spectrum. The peak denoted C,

0 originates from elastic scattering off oxygen and carbon

atoms in the formvar backing of the target. During the ex-

periment the peak due to elastic scattering off Pb was down-

scaled by a factor of 20 to limit the event rate into the

computer. In addition in figure 4.2a this part was again

downscaled by a factor of 10 for display purposes. In figure

4.2b the prompt minus random spectrum is shown. As can be

seen, the peaks due to elastic scattering off Pb, 0 and C,

which are due to random events, and thus should cancel, are

consistent with zero indeed. What is left is the spectrum of

true events in which a proton scattered elastically off the

Pb nucleus ionized the K-shell. This spectrum corresponds to

the 6-electron spectrum with the energy scale displaced by

the binding energy of the Pb K-shell electron of 88 keV.

The full curve in fig 4.2b is a calculation by

Trautmann et al.[Tra80,Tra8l]. The calculations were per-

formed in a oemiclassical approximation scheme (SCA) where

the electron is described by a relativistic hydrogenic wave

function and the projectile trajectory by using exact hyper-

bolic orblts[Jac82]. Screening and binding are incorporated

in an approximate way [Tra80]. The theoretical results have

been folded with the experimental response curve obtained

from the elastic peak, and have been normalized to the
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Fig. 4.2
Energy spectra for 15 MeV protons scattered at 12 degrees from Pb.
a) The full line histogram has been obtained from prompt particle -

K x-ray coincidences, the dotted line histogram from random coinci-
dences. The peak denoted with C, 0 is due to random coincidences be-
tween K x-rays and protons scattered from carbon and oxygen present
in the formvar target backing.

b) The histogram is obtained frop a channel-by-channel subtraction of
the random spectrum from the prompt spectrum. The K-shell binding
energy of Pb(EB=88keV) is indicated, to show the offset of the corre-
sponding 6-electron f.pectrum. The full line is ÉLSI a calculation
by Trautmann et al . [Cra81], folded with the experimental ene-gy
resolution.

ionization probability as calculated with Hartree-Fock wave

functions. The agreement in shape between the measured and

calculated spectra is very satisfactory, but the overall

magnitude of the theoretical spectrum seems to be a l i t t l e

bit larger than the experimental one. This is also clear

from a comparison between the theoretical and experimental

values for the energy integrated ionization probability as

shown in table 4.2.

Figure 4.3 shows the x-ray spectrum in the K x-ray

region for the Pb(a,a') experiment. In addition to the Pb

lines there are rather strong Po x-ray lines which presuma-

bly result from the Pb(a,xn)Po reaction. The subsequent

decay of the highly excited Po nuclei may occur by internal

Fig. 4.3
The total K x-ray spectrum
induced by 50 MeV alpha
particles on a Pb target.

11250

3750 -

Pb Ka,

KX-RAY SPECTRUM
Pb (a,a'X)
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conversion, thus creating K-shell vacancies in the Po atoms.

Thus these Po x-rays should not be coincident with scattered

alpha particles, figure 4.6 shows that this is the case

indeed. Figure 4.4 shows the particle spectra in this case.

In these spectra the peaks due to elastic scattering off

oxygen and carbon are not present since for scattering of 50

MeV alpha particles at 12 degrees these elastic peaks a^e

outside the range of the detector. Again the full curve in

figure 4b is the result of a SCA calculation, normalized to

the ionization probability as calculated with Hartree-Fock

wave functions. It describes the experimental results quite

well, although also in this case the total calculated ioni-

zation probability is somewhat higher than the experimental

one; see table 4.2.

Fig. 4.4
Energy spectra for 50 MeV alpha particles scattered at 12 degrees
from Pb.
a) The full line histogram has been obtained from prompt particle -

K^ x-ray coincidences, the dotted line histogram from random
coincidences.

b) The histogram shown is obtained from a channel-by-channel subtraction
of the random spectrum from the prompt spectrum. The K-shell binding
energy of Pb(EB=88keV) is indicated, to show the offset of the corre-
sponding 6-electron spectrum. The full line is from a calculation
by Trautmann et al.[Tra81], folded with the experimental energy
resolution.
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4.3 The ionization probabil i t ies for small impact parameter

Our resul ts for the to ta l ionization probability at

small impact parameter can be compared with recent measure-

ments of Dost et a l . [Dos8l] . They measured, using the scat-

tered par t ic le-x-ray coincidence technique, the K shell

ionization probabili ty for 7 MeV protons on many targets

ranging from Z=24 to Z=83, at small impact parameters

b=20fm. The impact parameters of ~20fm are close to our

values. Figure 4.5 shows their resul ts together with our

resul ts for Pb. The data are plotted as a function of r .

This reduced velocity is defined as

p vn E (exp.)
' - -- -^ witn " - - -9 v , ' " u " ° ~ ( Z , - O . 3 ) 2 R y

(b
)

a.

1
i /

A
/*"

/a J* \ 1 ,
04 06

/
/

/k
1

1
0 8

/

i
10

reduced

i ; i i

12 14
velocity i

16
1
18

• 1
20

Fig. 4.5
The ionization probability P (b)/Z^ for 7 MeV protons on a range of
targets[Dos81] plotted versus the reduced velocity C. , together with our
two data points for 15 MeV protons and 50 MeV alpha particles on Pb. The
full curve is from a SCA calculation for the protons with relativistic
hydrogenic wave functions and taking into account the increased binding.
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the screening constant. Here vp is the projectile velocity,

v^ the Bohr velocity of the K electron, Eg the binding ener-

gy of the K-shell electron, Z2 the target atomic number and

Ry the Rydberg unit 13.6 eV. The ionization probability P(b)

for the alpha particles has been scaled according to

P(b,Z)=P(b,1)/Zz . The theoretical curve has been obtained

from a semiclassical calculation, using relativistic nydro-

genic wave functions. Figure 4.5 shows that, in agreement

with our observation, all the experimental values in the

range of reduced velocities corresponding to our measure-

ments, are smaller than the calculated ones. A discussion of

this effect will be given after we have described the carbon

experiments in the next chapter.

4.4 The K x-ray spectra

Figure 4.6 shows the x-ray spectrum obtained by gating on

that region of the scattered particle spectrum where the

30C

Fig. 4.6
The K x-ray spectra In prompt
coincidence with particles
that have lost more than 80keV
kinetic energy in the proton
case (figure 6a) and more than
70keV in the alpha particle
case (figure 6b). The random
spectrum has been subtracted.

COINCIDENT KX-RAY SPECTRA

90
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energy-loss Is larger than 80 keV and by subtracting the

random events from the prompt ones. Figure 4.6a shows the

spectrum of K x-rays in coincidence with protons and figure

4.6b the one in coincidence with alpha particles. As can be

seen from figures 4.2 and 4.4, the real to random ratios are

very good in the energy regions selected and amount to 10 to

1 and 3 to 1 for protons and alpha particles respectively.

m -
0 n -

i -

m-
m -

m •
a -
i -

s •
E -

i m -
n -
i -

!

K 1

i !

j 1 . i

i i I i I

1

Fig. 4.7
Schematic diagram showing Che
main radiative transitions
filling a K-shell vacancy

As a reference figure 4.7 shows the main K x-ray spectral

lines associated with the transitions to the K-shell, while

in table 4.3 the energies as well as the theoretical emis-

sion rates in units of eV/ft are given[Sco69]. From table 4.3

one can see that the K^/K^ experimental values are in good

agreement with the theoretical values and the same holds for

the Kg/Ka ra t ios . It should be noted that for the factor
f=(Ka/Ka+Kp) which was used to calculate the ionization

probability in formula 4 .1, the l i terature value f=0.78 has

been taken. It is clear that in these coincident spectra

where the randoms have been subtracted, the x-ray lines of

Bi in figure 4.6a and the x-ray lines of Po in figure 4.6b

are absent, as they should be.
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Table 4.3
Theoretical emission rates filling a K-shell vacancy and the
associated transition energies. Given are also the
experimental K /K and KR/K ratios.

Transition K x-ray emission rate,
units of (eV/fi)

Transition energy
(keV)

e 3

S2

t i r

Bu'

6, 2

16.83

28.25

3.15

6.10

0.086

0. 104

0.75

1.48

0.05

0.42

72.80

74.97

8 4 . 4 s

84.94

85.52

85 .52

87 .24

87 .36

87 .59

87.91

1.52x1015/sec = 1 eV/h

Theory Protons Alpha particles

0

0

. 5 9 6

.27

0

0

. 6 0 ± 0

. 2 6 ± 0

. 0 3

.04

0

0

. 5 9 ± 0 .

. 2 9 + 0 .

03

04

A remarkable feature of the x-ray spectra is the energy

shifts observed for the K lines, as well as the fact that

the width of the lines in the coincident spectra is differ-

ent from those in the singles spectra. In table 4.4 the

results of the fits to the Ka peaks are listed. Given are

the shifts of the K and K lines as shown In figure 4.6

relative to the centroids of the corresponding lines in the

total x-ray spectra. As an example figure 4.8 shows those



Fig. 4.8
The coincident(upper) and singles
(lower) Pb Ka x-ray spectrum frem
the 15 MeV proton on Pb experiment.
The f i t s are obtained from an in-
teractive non-linear least-squares
f i t t ing code SPECS
[W.Z.Venema, KVI Annual Report
1981 pag.88 unpublished]

lines and their fits in the proton experiment. Part of these

shift can be attributed to Doppler shift: the recoil angle

of the Pb atoms emitting the x-rays is for protons and alpha

particles scattered over 12 degrees roughly 84 degrees,

while the experimental set-up is such that the recoil veloc-

ity is in the direction of the x ay detector which is posi-

Table 4.4
Shifts and widths found for the Ka x-ray lines for the p+Pb
and a+Pb experiments.

shift(eV) width(eV)
experimental Doppler coincidence singles

Protons

Alpha
particles

72+30

79±30

12

49

500+50

480+6C

630±30

6OO±3O
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tioned at 90 degrees with respect to the beam. For the total

non-coincident x-ray spectrum the main contribution to the

ionization probability comes from impact parameters b=rad,

which is given in table 4.1. This impact parameter corre-

sponds to a scattering angle of roughly 1 degree, so that

the recoil energy then is very small and moreover not pre-

ferentially directed to the x-ray detector. Thus in the non-

coincident spectrum there should be no overall shift while

the peak broadening should be negligible small compared to

the experimental resolution. In contrast we find that the

width in the coincidence spectra is notably smaller than in

the single spectrum, while also the observed relative shift

is larger than expected on basis of Doppler shift alone. The

origin of those effects is not clear.
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Chapter 5

The experiments with 100 MeV Carbon ions.

5.1. Introduction

In the experiments described in the preceding chapter

our main goal was to study the kinetic energy distribution

of the ejected K-shell electrons in the ionization process.

In order to apply the technique used in these measurements,

the scattered particles had to be measured with an energy

resolution AE small in comparison to the K-shell binding

energy. The overall resolution that we obtained in the pro-

ton scattering experiment was AE/E = 4x10 . If a similar

AE/E resolution could be obtained for a 100 MeV C beam an

energy spread of 40 keV would result which is not small

anymore compared to the binding energy of 88keV for Pb. Thus

at higher bombarding energies the method described in the

previous chapter is less suitable to study the details of

the shape of the electron kinetic energy distribution.

The aim in the experiments with carbon ions was rather

to measure the ionization probability Pj((b) at a small im-

pact parameter b for a range of targets or, put differently,

to investigate the ionization probability at small impact

parameter as a function of the relative velocity of the K-

shell electrons and the projectile. It will be interesting

to compare these measurements with the data discussed in the

previous chapter and shown in figure 4.5 in order to find

out to what extent the apparent discrepancies between theory

and experiment are dependent on the projectile Z value. The

resolution is still important since the better it is the

better the elastically scattered particles can be separated

from the particles that ionized the K-shell, thus making the

statistical error in the calculation of the ionization

probability lower.
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In the second part of this chapter we will describe the L

shell ionization results that rfere obtained in the experi-

ment on Pb and describe a new method to measure Coster-

Kronig yield in heavy ion induced ionization experiments.

5.2 Experimental arrangement.

5.2.1 The set up.

The experimental setup described in chapter 2 refers to

the experiments with protons and alpha particles as de-

scribed in the preceding chapter. In the carbon induced

ionization experiments the different goal demands a dif-

ferent experimental setup. The modifications which were

applied are:

1. Two x-ray detectors were used, positioned at 90 degrees

with respect to the beam axes as sketched in figure 2.3-

This was possible since the background originating from the

Faraday cup was much less than in the proton and alpha par-

ticle experiments.

2. The 1 2C beam current was limited by the performance of

the internal PIG source of the cyclotron. We had at most

20enA on target. Given the target thickness and the spectro-

Table 5.1
Targets used in the 100 MeV carbon ion Induced ionization
probability measurements.

Target Thickness Backing Purity

232Th 175 pg/cm2 no 100%
??,Pb 100 pg/cm2 formvar
1*;AU 80 pg/cm2 no 100%
O USm 250 ug/cmz C 90%
"2'Sn 100 pg/cm2 no

Ag 150 ug/cm; no 99.5%
natZr 200 pg/cm2 no
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X-R6Y
DETECTOR I

DETECTOR 2

OR FDP

H - gates
- 4 4 4 6

'GDGi -EvEIVT

chamber
inputs

COINC
REG

Fig- 5.1
Electronic block diagram used in the experiments with C ions
TFA:timing filter amplifier, LED:leading edge discriminator,
FIFO:fan in fan out, OR:or gate, FDP:fast delay and pulse former,
OC: overlap coincidence, TAC:time-to-amplitude converter, GDG:gate
and delay generator, Coinc. Reg.: 48 inputs coincidence register.

graph solid angle this beam current gives rise to count

rates of less than 3 kHz in the scintillator wire chamber

system. This relatively low count rate made it possible to

simplify considerably the electronics.

The new electronic block diagram is given in figure 6.1.

The coincidence signal between the scintillator and one of

the two x-ray detectors constitutes not only the gate for

the wirechamber input register but is also used as an event

trigger. The timing diagram for the overlap coincidence unit

is the same as before and is shown in figure 2.12.

A list of the targets that were used is given in table

5.1. Nominal thicknesses are given. Since the ionlzation

probabilities are obtained from a ratio between concidence

events and elastic scattering events, the absolute target

thicknesses are of no real importance
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5.2.2 Coulomb excitation.

Coulomb excitation of low lying nuclear states with an

excitation energy larger than the binding energy of the K-

shell electron can give rise to a prompt coincidence between

the projectile and an K x-ray through de-excitation of the

excited nucleus by internal conversion. Such events are

indistinguishable from real ones in which the projectile

directly ionizes the atom. This process could be important

for two of the targets studied namely 15°Sm and 2^2Th. The

possible contributions due to Coulomb excitation have been

calculated using the code ECIS, which is based on the dis-

torted wave Born approximation written by Raynal[Ray8l]• It

was possible to check the results obtained from this code by

comparing the calculated and the experimental excitation

probability of the 2+ level at 334 keV of 150Sm measured in

the singles measurement. The ratio of the contents of the

Table 5.2
The relevant parameters used to calculated the Coulomb excitation
probabilities in the case of Sm and Th.

B(E2) Excitation Conversion
Isotope Abundancy Level (e2b2) Energy Probability Coeff. e/y

152Sm 3% 2 + 3.4±0.1 122keV 3.1xlO"3 1

154Sm 3% 2 + 4.6+0.2 82keV 8.3xlO"3 2

100% 2 9.7+0.5 49keV 7.0xl0~4 120 (L2)
100 (L3)

4+ 162keV 2.6xl0~6 0.25

B(E2) values taken from: P.H.Stelson and L.Grodzins,
Nucl. Data Tables no.l (1965) pag. 21
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peak to the elastic scattering peak gave a proba-

bility of 2.iU10~3[+25%] while the calculated value is

1.8x10"-^, in reasonable agreement with the experimental

value. All relevant parameters for the Sm and Th targets and

tiie results from the calculations are listed in table 5.2.

In the Sm case we find that the contribution from Coulomb

excitation to the measured ionization probability is of the

order of 3-5% , which is small especially if one takes into

account the overall accuracy of the ionization probability

value which is estimated to be roughly 10$ . For Th the

contribution is smaller than 1% of the K-shell ionization

probability and thus can be neglected.

5.2.3 Resolution.

Although the resolution, as has been pointed out in the

introduction, is not so essential in these experiments it is

anyhow of interest to see what lower limit can be obtained

in heavy ion reactions. To study this we used a position

sensitive solid state detector with an intrinsic resolution

of 0.3mm in the focal plane of the spectrograph. This de-

tector had been used before in resolution studies to check

the performance of the spectrograph and analysing system.

With this detector we obtained an overall resolution

(AE/E)=2.5xl0~Zt for elastic scattering of a beam of 50 MeV

alpha particles on a target of a self supporting thin Au

foil (SOyg/cm^). The best resolution obtained with the 100

MeV carbon beam was, again using a SOgg/cm2 Au target,

5x10 which corresponds to AE=50keV. The energy loss of 100

MeV carbon ions in a 80yg/cm2 Au foil is estimated to be

60keV [Nor70]. If we assume that the analysing system, the

spectrograph and the detector together contribute 2.5x10 ,

which is the measured overall resolution for alpha parti-

cles, and linearly or quadratically subtract this contri-

bution from the measured 50 keV we are left with a remainder

of 25 to 45 keV, respectively, which should be attributed to
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target effects. In a separate appendix we come back to the

subject of energy-loss straggling in a target and non-uni-

formity of the target thickness and their impact on the

optimum obtainable resolution in heavy ion experiments.

5.3 The 6-electron spectra

Since for the targets Zr, Ag and Sn with Z=^0, 47 and

50 respectively, the experimentally obtained energy reso-

lution of roughly 60keV is larger than the binding energy of

the K-shell electron it is not possible to obtain a 6-elec-

tron spectrum which corresponds to the energy transferred to

the K-shell electrons with the energy-loss method.

6000 -

4000-

300

Fig. 5.2
The upper part shows the prompt
and random particle spectra in
the case of 100 MeV carbon ions
scattered on Sm. The lower part
shows the spectrum resulting from
subtracting the random spectrum
from the prompt dne; characteris-
tic error bars are given, and the
K-shell binding energy of Sm
EB-47keV is indicated.
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Fig. 5.3
The upper part shows the prompt
and random particle spectra in
the case of 100 MeV carbon ions
scattered on Au. The lower part
shows the spectrum resulting from
subtracting the random spectrum
from the prompt one; characteris-
tic error bars are given, and the
K-shell binding energy of Au
EB-80keV is indicated.
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Fig. 5.4
Figure a shows the prompt and random
particle spectra in the case of 100 MeV
carbon ions scattered on Pb. Figure b
shows the spectrum resulting from sub-
tracting the random spectrum from the
prompt one; characteristic error bars
are given, and the K-shell binding ener-
gy of Pb Eg=88keV is indicated.
The full curve in figure b is obtained
by folding the theoretical distribution
calculated by Trautmann et al.[Tra84]
with the experiment shape of the elastic
peak. The calculation has been performed
with hydrogenic wave functions in the
united atom limit. The total ionization
probability has been normalized on Che
experimental value.

1000 L

500

300 -

100 f-

0 oo

A
200

keV
300 400

The lowest Z value target for which this energy-loss spec-

trum could be measured is Sm(Z = 62). The spectra for am are

shown in figure 5.2 while figures 5-3 and 5.4 show the same

kind of spectra for Au and Pb. For Pb the electron spectrum

resulting from K shell ionization by 100 MeV carbon ions has

been calculated by Trautmann et al.[Tra84] in the SCA model

using relativistic hydrogenic wave functions. The curve in

figure 5.4 is obtained by folding the theoretical curve with

the measured shape of the elastic peak; the normalisation is

done on the experimentally obtained ionization probability.

As was the case for the proton and alpha particle induced

spectra discussed in the previous chapter the agreement in

shape between calculated and experimental spectra is quite

good.

5.4 The K-shell ionization probabilities at small impact

parameter.

In figure 5.5 we show the lonization probabilities as

obtained for the targets with atomic numbers Z2 between 40
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reduced velocity £

Fig- 5.5
The ionization probability P (b)/Zj for 100 MeV carbon ions versus the
reduced velocity C, • The calculation is from Trautmann[Tra84J using
relativistic hydrogenic wave functions in the united atom limit.

and 90, plotted against the reduced velocity £. Table 5.3

gives the experimentally obtained ionization probabilities,

the impact parameters, the theoretical values, and the

reduced velocities for the targets used. The errors given

are statistical only. The fluorescence yields used are the

single-vacancy values from Krause [Kra79]- In the case of

multiple ionization, these numbers could be larger espec-

ially for low Z atomic numbers. The error could be largest

for Zr in whjch case the fluorescence single-vacancy value

is 0.73. The ionization probability given for Sm has been

corrected for the contribution from Coulomb excitation as

calculated in section 5.2.2 .The theoretical curve is from a

SCA calculation by Trautmann similar to what was shown for

protons in figure 4.5 of the preceding chapter. The wave

functions used are relativistic hydrogenic wave functions

and screening and binding is also in this case taken into

account in an approximate way. Recoil corrections are
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Table 5.3
Results of the K shell ionization probabilities

Target

3JITh

8 2Pb

/9Au

b2Sm

b 0Sn

f/Ag

mjZr

Reduced
velocity

0

0

0.

0.

0 .

0 .

0 .

.37

.42

.44

.59

,74

79

93

Impact
par.
(fm)

39

36

34

28

23

21

19

(1

(2

(2 .

(6

(2

(3

(9

Ionzation probability
Exper. Theory
values Rel. hydrogenic Hartree-Fock

Uave functions Wave functio

.8±0.3)10"3

.3rO.3)lO"3

56±0.25)10~3

.O+O.9)1O"3

• 5±0.8)10~2

.2±2)10~2

.4±5)10"2

2.23x10 3

2.67xl0~3

2.90xl0"3

6.47xlO"3

1.43xlO~2

1.79xl0"2

3.09xl0~2

2.

6.

2.

,54xl0~3

,15xl0"3

96xlO"2

included although also here they are small. If in the

calculation Hartree-Fock wave functions instead of the

relativistic hydrogenic ones are used the resulting ioni-

zation probabilities are 5$ lower over the whole range of

reduced velocities considered, as can be seen from table

5.3.

5.5 The L-shell lonization probabilities.

The L-subshell ionization probability at small impact

parameter, b=36fm, for 100 MeV C-ions on Pb has also been

measured. The L shell radius is roughly 2500fm for Pb. In

order to do so the thickness of the absorber in front of one

of the Ge detectors was chosen such that the L x-rays were

not too much suppressed. The low energy part of the x-ray

spectra in the Interval between 9 and 17 keV containing the

L lines obtained with this detector is shown in figure 5.6.
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Fig. 5.6
L x-ray spectra for 100 MeV carbon ions on Pb. Non-coincident (a)
and (b) coincident with inelastically scattered C ions.

Table "5.4
X-ray probabilities for the different ;. ray groups.

Group of
x-rays

Number of coin-
cident counts

Efficiency x-ray
probability

175O±175

4204±280

1810+185

3.1xl0~4( L )
2.8xlO"4( LYZ,3)

1.03xl0"4 Y l

O.26xlO"4(Meth. 1)
O.24xlO"4(Meth. 2)

PLy =0.0353

P{s =0.2311

P, =0.4129
La

Total number of scattered C ions: Ntotal=1.77x10
X-ray cross-sections calculated N.
according to the formula : p. Li

Li N
total
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Figu>-« 5.6a shows the total L x-ray spectrum, the dashed

lines indicate tne position of the various subshell tran-

üitions. Figure 5.6b shows the X-ray spectrum in true

coincidence with the particles detected in the spectrograph.

This spectrum has been obtained by subtracting the random

spectrum from the prompt one. The total number of counts for

the La, L8 and L̂  group of x-ray lines is given in table

5.4,. The errors given are s ta t is t ical only.

The analysis of these experimental data goes in two

steps:

1) f irs t we derive the probabilities for the different L x-

ray groups. For this we need to know the efficiency of the

Ge-detector for those low x-ray energies.

2) the second step is then to convert those x-ray proba-

b i l i t i es to L subshell ionizatlon probabilities.

For this we have to take into account the relative strength

of the different radiative transitions as listed in table

5.5. The most important transitions are shown in figure 5.7.

Table 5.5
Characteristics of the main transition filling L subshell vacancies.

Level Transition Relative intensity Energy(keV)

Ll Y2,T3

69 ,6 10

n
n

1
12.14

19
33
36
3
3

79
16
2
2

77
15
2
4
1

.7 %

.8 %

.7 Z

. %

%
%
%
%

.7 %
%
%
%
%

15
12
12
15
13

12
14
15
11

10
12
13
9

.10,

.31

.79

.75,

.43

.61

.76

.18

.35

.55,

.62,

.02

.18

15

15

10.
12.

.22

.78

45
60
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Fig. 5.7
Schematic diagram showing the main x-ray transitions to the K-shell
and L-subshells.

5-5.1 The L x-ray efficiency.

In order to calculate the x-ray cross sections we have

to determine the x-ray efficiency. Figure 5.8 shows the low

energy part of the efficiency curve. The lowest calibration

points from the radioactive sources are from a ^Co-line a t

l4.4lkeV, a 88Y-line at l4.l4keV and a 2J)1Am-line at

13.9keV, while the L x-ray lines are centered round

10.5keV(La's), 12.6keV(L0's) and 15keV(Ly's). This implies

that the x-ray efficiency for the lowest two groups of lines

has to be obtained by extrapolation. These extrapolated

values were obtained using the following procedure: First

the attenuation due to the Al absorber has been divided out

using the formula:

-u(E)xdI u e

were g(E) is the mass attenuation coefficient for Al[Sto70]

and d the thickness of the absorber. Since the real absorber

thickness was not precisely known the value of d has been
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adjusted to fit the measured efficiency curves with and

without absorber in the range from l^keV to 30keV. The

efficiency curve without absorber, labeled (a) in figure

5.8, has been extrapolated by eye to lower energies. The

efficiency for the Lg x-rayc. has then be obtained by taking

Into account the Al absorber again. The result is given in

table 5-4. The uncertainty in the x-ray efficiency thus

obtained for the 12.6keV group of lines is estimated to be

and is indicated in figure 5.8.

25

Fig. 5.8
Efficiency of the Ge detector at low energies In the range of the Pb L
x-rays. The arrows indicate the mean energy of the different groups of
L x-rays.

The extrapolation to the La-lines at 10.5 keV is more

difficult and the uncertainty is larger, not only because it

is further removed from the calibration points but also

because of the discontinuity at the Ge K edge at the K-shell

binding energy of ll.lkeV. This discontinuity is indicated

in the efficiency curve, figure 5«8, by the dashed line. The

origin of this discontinuity is that as long as the x-ray

energy exceeds the binding energy the absorption in the Ge-

crystal takes mainly place through the photoelectric effect

on K-shell electrons. The absorption probability increases

If the x-ray energy approaches the binding energy. Thus the

closer the x-ray energy is to the binding energy the more

probable it is that the absorption will take place close to
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the surface of the crystal. The photon created when the Ge

K-shell vacancy Is filled by a radiative transition

(0)̂ =0.5*0 has at most a 50$ chance to escape from the

sensitive volume of the crystal. This will give rise to a

discontinuity in the efficiency curve at ll.lkeV, which can

be at most a? large a.s 25$ . Por x-ray energies below the K-

shell binding energy absorption will take place predomi-

nantly on Ge L-shell electrons. For the detector used the

contents of the escape peaks, located at an energy equal to

the x-ray energy minus the transition energy of L to K

shell, could be measured separately and amounted to 12?, 107»

and 8% of the photopeaks at 11.9, 13.9 and 17.7 keV lines

respectively. This is in good agreement with the values for

an experimentally obtained efficiency curve of a comparable

detector[Kau76], where a discontinuity of 15$ was found at

the K absorption edge. We have used these numbers as a guide

for extrapolating the detector efficiency curve labeled(a)

in figure 5.8. The efficiency value for the LQ lines is

finally obtained by taking the estimated value from curve

(a) at 10.5keV and calculating the efficiency by taking the

Al absorber into account. The efficiency thus obtained is

also given in table ^>.k. (Method I).

A second method to get the detector efficiency at the

10.5keV energy point is by using the known radiative tran-

sition rates of the Pb L subshells and the measured inten-

sities for the different groups of lines from the singles

non-coincident spectrum of figure 5.6a. The relative inten-

sities and energies of the transitions are listed in table

5.5 [Sco693. These relative transition rates together with

the measured efficiency for the L lines and the extrapo-

lated efficiency for the LB lines are then used to calculate

the efficiency for the La lines. The assumption is made that

the listed relative transition rates are also valid in our

case where, because of multiple ionlzation effects we might

have a considerable distortion of the outer shells. However

this calculation is independent of the actual Coster-Kronlg
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or fluorescence yields of the L shell. The x-ray efficien-

cies at 10.5keV obtained by the two different methods are

listed in table 5.4. They agree within 10$ but it is dif-

ficult to estimate the overall error in the efficiency at

this point.

5.5.2 The L subshell and total ionization probabilities.

The L subshell ionization probabilities P L i, with

1=1,2,3 are related to the x-ray probabixities P L a, PLg and

P L as follows:

PLa = t P
L 3

+ f 2 3 P )

Table 5.6
Fluorescence yields and Coster-Kronlg yields for the Pb L subshells.

Fluorescence Effective fluores- Coster-Kronig
yield cence yield transition probability

U i - 0.112 vj» 0.372 f 1 2 = 0.12
u 2 - 0.373 u2= 0.415 f13 = 0.56
<D3- 0.360 v3=u)3=« 0.360 f2 3= 0.116

fij is defined as Che transition probability of a vacancy
from the L^-shell to the Lj-shell.
The sum of the radiative and radiationless yields is unity
for every subshell: io+a+f-1.
For the effective fluorescence yiaid the following
relations hold:

is the lntrashell radiative yield
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Here the u^ are the subshell fluorescence yields and f^. are

the Coster-Kronig transition yields taken from Krause

[Kra79], which are listed in table 5.6. rla B Y are the

radiative widths of the subshells as given in table 5-5- The

subshell ionization probabilities thus obtained are listed

in table 5.7. Theoretical values are also given[Traö4], the

SCA calculations are done in the united atom limit and in

the separated atom limit with relativistic hydrogenic wave

functions. The relative subshell ionization prooabllities

are very sensitive to small changes in the x-ray proba-

bilities P L a, PLg
 a n d P L Y ' i - e' t 0 t n e actua;1- efficiency

values used, while the total L shell ionization probability

is not so sensitive to those numbers. The total L shell

ionization probability has been obtained from:

PT = [P_ +PT +P ]/ST
L<_„4_ La L0 LY L
cot

were ü" =0.38 [Kra79] is the mean fluorescence yield. The

total L shell ionization probability is also not sensitive

to the Coster-Kronig yields used, whereas the subshell ioni-

zation probabilities are.

Table 5.7
Ionization probabilities PL(b) for Pb at small impact
parameter by 100 MeV carbon ions.

subshell ionization probabilities
Experimental values Calculations SCA[Tra84]

United atom Separated atom

P, 43 % 1.5 % 1.7 %
Ll
P, 31 % 2.1 % 2.9 %

P, 118 % A.3 % 5.7 %
L

pi "lpi +p, +p, J/"1!- 1 8 0 %
Ltot a \ \ L
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Single vacancy fluorescence yields are used in the

above calculations. If because of multiple ionization

effects this is not allowed, it will affect the total as

well as the various subshell ionization probabilities. To

illustrate effects of possible multiple ionization we have

given in table 5.8 the PLl and PLz ionization probabilities

calculated from the Ly transitions only, using the relative

transition probabilities given in table S.5- It should be

nojed that even in the limiting case of no Coster-Kronig

transitions and a 100 % fluorescence yield the ionization

probabilties PL (b) and PL2(b) are considerably larger than

the theoretical values as given in table 5.7.

Table 5.8
Pb ionization probabilities for the Li and L2 subshell
at small impact parameter by 100 MeV carbon ions using
the various L line yields only.

Number of coin- Relative radia- Efficiency Fluorescence Ionization
cident x-rays tive decay rate yield Probability

1100 T JT,<* 0.16
y 2

2.8x10- 4

570 0.23 3.1x10,-4

»2= 0.373

o,= 0.112

PT = 37 %

40

2 M " t .
>3

Ionization probability in the
absence of Coster-Kronig t ransi t ions

P7 = 33 %
L

12

No Coster-Kronig transitions
100 % fluorescence yield
PT = 14 1

A similar procedure was applied to

the to ta l L-shell probability amounts to

. In this case

( 1 7 ± 7 ) 1°
where we used 07 =0.49 [Bam72].

-2
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In figure 5-9 our two 12C data points have been plotted

together with data points for proton and alpha particle

induced reactions taken from literature [Bau78]. The ioni-

zation probabilities PL(b), scaled according to l/ZjfPL(b)

has been plotted against the reduced velocity,

.=— -f-, with e = BL
L (z2-4.5)

2Ry

with vp the projectile velocity, vL the average electron

velocity of the L shell and eL the screening constant. The

theoretical curve is from a SCA calculation, with hydrogenic

wave functions and performed in the separated atom limit.

For i > 1 large discrepancies are found between theory and

experiment. The deviations seem to increase with increasing

Z of the projectile and show the same dependence on the

reduced velocity as in the case of K shell ionization.

U-.-S. . I. . I 1

07 08 09
reduced velocity

_ j I

Fig. 5.9
The L shell lonization probability P (b)/Zj versus the reduced velocity
for protons and alpha particle experiments taken from literature!Bau78]
together with our carbon data on Th and Pb.
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5.5./t A new method to measure Coster-Kronig yields.

For this particular collision system, carbon on Pb, tne

kinetic energy distributions for the electrons of the

various L-subshells have been calculated by Trautmann

[Tra84]. The theoretical distributions can be approximately

parameterized by

where E.-

BT
1

+ E kin-

are the Lj_ subshell binding energies in the combined system

of target and projectile, E^j^ is the kinetic energy of the

electrons and n^ is an adjustable parameter depending on the

subshell L^. The values for ni obtained from the theoretical

calculations are 2.7, 4.6 and 4.7 for the L;,hz and Lj shell

respectively. Thus the kinetic energy distribution for the

2si electron will have the longest tail. This implies that
2

if the x-ray spectrum is gated with relative large particle

energy losses the transitions to the Lt shell should be

relatively enhanced.

o
O

Fig. 5.10
The non-coincident spectrum of 1 C ions scattered from Pb showing the
four gates used to build up the x-ray spectra of figure 11.
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Alt'.iugh the experimental energy resolution is by far

not good enough to measure the distributions proper, this

specific prediction can be checked. Por this purpose we have
1 p

defined in the C particle spectrum four gates of which the

upper limits are at about 50, 67-5, 85 and 102.5 keV dis-

tance from the peak centre. The lower limit for the four

gates has the same value of about 380 keV from the peak
1 ?centre. Figure 5.10 shows the C particle spectrum with the

gates indicated. In figure 5.6b we already showed the spec-

trum of L x-rays in prompt coincidence with all the parti-

cles detected in the spectrograph. In figure 5-11 we show

the L x-ray spectra in prompt coincidence with the particles

in the various gates as indicated in figure 5.10. Prom the

relative strength within the group of L lines in figure

5.11 for the successive gates we can conclude that it is

indeed possible to enhance the transitions filling the 2s i

subshell vacancies over those filling the 2pi subshell

vacancies. The L^z a 4 are transitions to the 2si subshell

and the Ly i is a transition to the 2pi subshell as shown in

figure 5.7.

Table 5.9
Integrated counts in the different peaks of figure 6 and 11

Gate

Total
(fig.6b)

lla

lib

lie

Ud

La x-rays 1

1810
(±185)

205
(±67)

126
(±52)

40
(±43)

7
(±36)

Lg x-rays

4204
(±280)

600
(±105)

368
(±80)

235
(±67)

184
(±56)

Ly x-rays

1750
(±175)

318
(±69)

225
(±52)

124
(±43)

97
(±36)

L

1100
(±135)

171
(±50)

102
(±38)

29
(±30)

21
(±24)

L
Ï2 3U

9 t >

710
(±130)

148
(±47)

127
(±36)

97
(±30)

75
(±23)
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Fig. 5.11
Pb L x-ray spectra obtained
under the condition of a
gate on the particle spec-
trum. The corresponding
gates are indicated in
figure 10.

Since the lines are transitions to the 2p3 /2

subshell only, a similar effect should show up in comparing

the contents of the L and La group of lines in the dif-

ferent spectra. From figure 5.11 as well as from the values

listed in table 5.9, we can conclude that the filling of 2si

subshell vacancies is enhanced indeed over those falling

the 2pi/Z subshell in the case of large energy losses of the

scattered particle.

Although the statistics are too poor to make a definite
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statement in our case, in principal an experiment like the

one discussed here might be a promising method to measure

Coster-Kronig yields. Up till now measurements of Coster-

Kronig yields have been concentrated on measuring fzi , for

which a Kx-ray-Lx-ray coincidence technique can be used

[Cam84]. Most measurements are done with radioactive sources

in which K shell vacancies are created by internal con-

version or by electron capture and, as can be seen from

figure 5.7, a coincidence measurement of K , x-ray with L x-

rays filling a vacancy in the hi shell will give the trans-

fer probability of a vacancy from the L2 to the L3 shell

(this transfer probability is denoted f2 J ) • There are not so

many data on Coster-Kronig transition probabilities filling

the Li shell. The existing methods to measure those tran-

sition yields are less direct and values obtained not so

accurate. It should be noted that for the method suggested

here an improvement of the accuracy of the measurements,

especially of the x-ray detection efficiency, is not dif-

ficult if the experiment is focused on measuring Coster-

Kronig yields.

5.6 Coincident and non-coincident x-ray spectra

In this section we will consider the x-ray spectra in

more detail. In collision systems with low Z value targets L

shell ionization probabilities at small impact parameter

have been studied extensively through the analyses of K3

satellite lines. The origin of those satellites is that if

together with the removal of a K shell electron a number of

L, shell electrons are removed the subsequent radiative tran-

sitions will be shifted in energy compared to the diagram

lines as a consequence of reduced screening from the L shell

electrons. In our case the x-ray resolution is not good

enough to observe the various satellite lines but only a

shift will be observable. Table 5.10 lists these shifts

obtained in the non-coincident and coincident K x-ray
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spectra of Au, Pb and Th together with the Doppler shifts

calculated for scattering over 12 degrees resulting in a

recoil angle of 84 degrees with respect to the beam direc-

tion. In the table are also given the estimated values for

the shifts of the satellite lines in case a K-shell vacancy

is accompanied by one L-shell vacancy(the last row in the

table). These values are obtained from a linear extrapo-

lation of results obtained from Hartree-Fock calculations

performed at much lower atomic numbers 7, = 10 till Z=30

[Kau76]. Prom the table we can conclude that the difference

between coincident and non-coincident shifts can be attrib-

uted completely to the Doppler shift.

Table 5.10
K x-ray shifts for different targets and different spectra.
The energy scale has been calibrated with sources.

Shift
Target Non-coincident Coincident Error Doppler KLl

Au
Pb
Th

55
50
65

eV
eV
eV

14.
160
160

eV
eV
eV

±30
±30
±30

eV
eV
eV

112
120
130

eV
eV
eV

112
117
128

eV
eV
eV

KL1 indicates the presents of one L shell vacancy together with a
K shell vacancy.

The net shifts in the coincident spectra after subtraction

of the contribution due to the Doppler shift ana the shifts

in the non-coincident spectra amount to roughly 50 eV for

the three targets and could at least partly be due to an

experimental effect, e.g. tail pile-up. The observed re-

sulting shifts do suggest a small L shell ionization proba-

bility in contrast to the direct measurement, for Pb we

found that the L shell ionization probability is 18OJ5, but

in agreement with the calculated probabilities.
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Chapter 6

Discussion of results.

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we compare our results with those from

other experiments and with calculations done in a semiclas-

sical approximation scheme. First we will discuss our method

of measuring 6-electron spectra as described in chapter 4.

In the following section we present a discussion on ttie K-

shell ionlzation probabilities Pj((b) at small impact parame-

ters b as a function of the reduced velocity i for the dif-

ferent projectiles. The last section will treat the L-shell

results P^Cb)•

6.2 Electron spectra

There are only very few experiments on the shape of the

electron energy distributions P^(b,Ee). The same method as

used by us, but in quite a different energy range, has been

used before by Leagsgaard et al. [Lea72,Lea74] to measure the

ionization probability at small impact parameters P^(b,Ee)

for protons in the energy range from 0.5 to 2 MeV. The tar-

gets were copper, silver and gold; the range of 5 values

covered in these experiments is from ?=.l(0.5MeV p on Au) to

?=.8(2MeV p on Cu) . The main emphasis in those experiments,

however, was put on measuring P^Cö) over a range of impact

parameters.[And82]

In other experiments the electron distribution was

determined by measuring the electrons directly. In one of

those previous experiments 6MeV protons were scattered from

Ar and the electrons were measured in the range from 200 eV

to 7 keV[Wei82], To our knowledge this Is the only system

with £>1 (£=2.7 EB(Ar K-shell)=3.2keV), for which the K-
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shell 5-electron energy distribution has been measured. The

measured coincident electron distribution has been compared

with the SCA predict ion[Tra80] and fits well for electron

energies larger than 2 keV. Below 2 keV however the measured

and calculated electron energy distribution disagree. The

lower the energy the more the calculation underestimates the

measured cross section. It is not clear though whether this

is due to an experimental problem or due to a real discrep-

ancy between the calculated and experimental distribution.

There are more experimental studies on 6-electron ener-

gy distributions, where the electrons were measured direct-

ly, for heavy collision systems[Güt82, Her8A], Those experi-

ments have all been done at relative velocities such that

=,<!. In comparing the measurements witn SCA calculations in

the united atom limit, one in general finds that the shape

fits well, while tne calculated absolute differential cross

section calculation tends to overestimate the measurements

slightly[Her84, Tra83].

In figure 6.1 we show again our experimental electron

distribution deduced from 15 MeV proton experiment on Pb.

The solid line results from folding the elastic peak shape

with the calculated energy distribution[Tra8l](see also

chapter^), but now normalized to the total experimentally

obtained probability PK(b). Typical error bars are given

too. The largest deviation, amounting to three standard

deviations, is found at low electron kinetic energies where

the distribution function has a maximum. In view of what has

been said before about deviations at low 6-electron energy

in the experiment of Weiter et al.[Wel82] it would be quite

interesting to apply our indirect method of measuring the

electron distribution to a system for which the ? value is

larger then 1. Also in view of the fact that in this region

of large reduced velocities the lonization probabilities

Integrated over the 6-electron energy, Pf((b) also deviate

from the calculated values. This will be discussed in more

detail In the following paragraph.
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Pb(p,pX) Pb
MeV

S-electron kinetic energy keV »-

Fig. 6.1
The proton energy loss spectrum with random counts subtracted, for 15
MeV protons on Pb. The dashed line indicates the Pb K-shell binding
energy at 88 keV corresponding to zero kinetic energy of the emitted
electron. The full line is from a SCA calculation by Trautmann et
al.[Tra81] using relativiscic hydrogenic wave functions in the united
atom limit. The calculated kinetic energy distribution has been folded
with the experimentally obtained peak shape of the elastic peak and
normalized to the experimentally determined total ionization probability
P„(b). Typical error bars are indicated.

6.3 The small impact parameter ionization probabilities.

In figure 6.2 the K-shell ionization probabilities at

small impact parameter, scaled according to the relation

P(b,l)= „•> xP(b,Zx ) , for carbon ions, protons and alpha

particles are plotted as a function of E, the reduced ve-

locity of the projectile and the K-shell electron which

measures the adiabatlcity of the collision. This figure is

composed from figure 4.5 and 5.5 shown before. By comparing

the full and the dashed lines which show the calculated

values one can see that theoretically the scaling with Zf
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Fig. 6.2
The ionization probability ? (b)/7.'j for protons, alpha particles and
carbon ions determined from our experiments together with the data
poinLs from the proton experiments of Dost et al.[Dos81]. The figure is
a composition from figures 4.5 and 5.5.

is almost exact.The general trend shown In the figure is

very similar for protons and carbon ions. For both projec-

tiles the calculation overestimates the experimental result

for low reduced velocities and underestimates the measure-

ments for large c values. The calculations were performed in

a semi-classical approximation scheme [Tra80,Tra84], using

relativistic hydrogenic wave functions. Recoil is not

included in the calculation for the protons but it is for

the carbon Ions. For protons, however, the effect of recoil

has been shown [Tra80] to be negligible for small scattering

angles (between 12 and 35 degrees) and in the low relative

velocity region[Dos8l]. Also nuclear distortion effects on

the projectile motion and its influence on the ionization

probability have been shown to be negligible as long as the

deviation of the elastic scattering cross section from

Rutherford scattering is less than 50% . The deviations from

Rutherford scattering are the largest for the targets with

the lowest atomic numbers but nowhere larger than a few
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percent. For 15 MeV proton and 50 MeV alpha particle scat-

tering from Pb there are also calculations of the ionizacion

probability using relativistic Hartree-Fock wave functions

for both the bound and the continuum states. The use of

Hartree-Fock wavefunctions instead of the hydrogenic wave-

functions removes only part of the discrepancy. As shown in

tatle 4.2 of chapter 4 it is only a 5% effect. For the

carbon induced reactions calculations with Hartree-Fock wave

functions have been done for the targets Th, Sm and Zr.

These calculations indicate that over the whole range of ?

values using Hartree-Fock wave functions as compared to

hydrogenic ones decreases the predicted values by roughly

5/5, see table 5- 3» However the deviations between the ex-

perimental and calculated values for protons in the region

from 5 = 0.4 to 5 = 1 amount to about 30$,, as shown in figure

6.2. Thus the use of Hartree-Fock wavefunctions removes only

part of the discrepancy.

A rather similar effect has been observed by Land et

al.[Lanö3] in a total ionization cross section measurement,

that is integrated over all impact parameters b. They meas-

ured ionization probabilities induced by protons for targets

ranging from Z=21 to Z=30 with projectile energies such that

the relative velocity range from £=0.5 to ? = 1.<Ü was covered.

For a E, value of 0.5 their calculations overestimate the

measurements by roughly 20? . For larger values the discrep-

ancy diminishes gradually and agreement between experiment

and theory is found for £=1.1 . Moreover they found that at

a certain reduced velocity the discrepancy is larger for

targets withe a small Z value. This suggests that the ob-

served discrepancy could be due to the way binding effects

in the perturbed stationary state theory were treated. Also

in the data set compiled by Paul[Pau83] similar effects are

observed at the lowest £ values as was shown in figure 1.2.

It should be remarked that for the small impact parame-

ter measurements of figure 6.2 the calculations have been

performed in the united atom approximation which implies
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that the effect of the extra binding of the K-shell elec-

trons due to the projectile is maximal. Not taken into

account however Is the fact that we come in with a bare

projectile and/or the effect due to distortions of the

remainder of the electron cloud caused by the projectile.

This is best illustrated ;or the case of 100 MeV ZC

scattering on Pb. The £ value in this case is 0.46 and the

calculation is performed in the united atom limit; i.e. the

binding energy and the wavefunctions of the K-shell elec-

trons are those of the neutral atom 88Ra. However, the

projectile is the fully stripped ion 1 2C b + , so that only

82 electrons are available in the united atom system. The K-

shell electrons will adjust adiabatically to the presence of

tne ion inside the K-shell orbit but, since the c value for

the L-shell electrons is roughly 1.6, this is not the case

for the other electrons from the L orbits and higher ones.

Effectively this could lead to extra binding of the K-shell

electronsj compared to the neutral united atom limit, and

thus to a lower ionization probability.

At larger reduced velocities the theory underestimates

the experimental results. The discrepancies seem to be

dependent on the Z value of the projectile. The cross over

point is at approximately £ = 1.0 in the proton case and at

roughly 5=0.6 for the carbon ions as shown in figure 6.2.

Also for these larger reduced velocities the calculations

are performed in the united atom limit, i.e. a maximum

binding effect is assumed. However in the case of large £

values a better approximation would probably be to take the

other extreme of no increased binding, i.e. the calculations

should then be performed in the separated atom limit. Table

6.1 give the results of the calculations perfomed for those

extreme cases for two different collision systems. It should

be noted that total ionization probability measurements at

large reduced velocity do not contain Information on con-

tributions from small impact parameters: the main contrib-

ution to the total ionization probability is coming from
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impact parameters of the order of the K-shell radius when

€>1. In the total lonization measurements at large reduced

velocity normally good agreement between experiment and

theory has been found.

table 6.1
Comparison of calculations in the separated atom limit and
united atom limit for two different systems.

Ionization probability Pj,(b)
Theory[Tra84]

Experimental United separated
value atom limit atom limit

(7.3±O.7)1O~3 4.43xlCf3 4.47;clO~3

(9.4±5)1CT2 3.1xlO"2 5.0xl0"2

The experimental value for the p+Cr system is from Dost et al.[Dos81]
The calculations are performed with hydrogenic wave functions.

In view of what has been said before:

1) that the data are underestimated by the calculations for

large reduced velocities

2) and that Weiter et al. in their experiment, for which

5=2.7, find large deviations between the calculated and

experimentally determined electron energy distribution at

low electron kinetic energies,

it would be interesting to apply our method of measuring the

6-electron kinetic energy distribution for a case of large

reduced velocity.

A possible experiment would then be to measure the

ionization probability of Ag induced by 15 MeV protons. The

5 value would be 1.3 which is on the high side of the cross

over point in figure 6.2. The ionization probability Pj<(b)

at small b, estimated from this figure, would be 2.5*10~3

which is almost 5 times larger than in the 50 MeV alpha

particle experiment on Pb. For the derived electron spectra
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the important ratio to consider' is the binding energy com-

pared to the resolution. This ratio was 88/20 in the alpha

particle experiment Pb and will be 25.5/6 in the proton

experiment on Ag. Because these ratios are almost equal and

in view of the expected larger Pj^b) value we might conclude

that the proposed experiment is certainly feasible. A study

of the kinetic energy distributions of emitted electrons

could then possibly help to answer the question of the

origin of the increased ionization probabilities in the

region of large values.

6.4 L-shell ionizat.ton probabilities.

The L-shell ionization probabilities P^Cb) at a small impact

parameters b, shown in figure 6.3-, show a similar behaviour

for large £ values as the K-shell ionization data of figure

6.2. In figure 6.3 our C data points are plotted together

with proton and alpha particle data taken from literature

[Bau78]. The curve is from a SCA calculation, using rela-

10"
06 07

- . L
08

reduced

, . 1 i

09
velocity £

L. j
10

1 .
II

_ _L
12

Fig. 6.3
The L shell ionization probability P (b)/zf versus the reduced velocity
for protons and alpha particles taken from literature [Bau78] together
with our carbon data on Th and Pb.
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tivistlc Hartree-Fock wave functions. It is clear that the

magnitude of the deviation between calculation and experi-

ment shows a Z] dependence, as was the case in the K-shell

ionization probabilities that were shown in figure 6.2.

Not only in the type of experiments described in this

thesis but in general the agreement between theory and

experiment is much less satisfactory in the cas5 of L shell

ionization than for K shell ionization. For example, heavy

ion induced subshell ionization cross section ratios

or /oT and aT /a, [Li?6, Pal83] show large discrepancies
L>i Li 2 Lij, b 2

between theory and experiment. Large discrepancies are also

found in studies of the alignment of the L3 subshell induced

by heavy ions[Jit82]. The derivation of the subshell ioni-

zation cross sections from the x-ray cross sections rely on

literature values for the relative transition rates, fluor-

escence yields and Coster-Kronig yields. This is also true

for the alignment studies. The fluorescence yields and

Coster-Kronig yields as compiled by e.g. Bambynek et al.

[Bam72] or by Krause[Kra79], which are normally used,

pertain to single ionized atoms. It is not clear to what

extent those single ionized atom values will be affected by

e.g. multiple ionization effects. For heavy ion induced

ionization multiple ionization effects are likely.

The disct-epancies found in this field and the fact that

there are no directly obtained values for Coster-Kronig

yields in heavy ion induced reactions would make a further

exploitation of the proposed method to measure these yields

directly as has been descibed in paragraph 5-5*4 valuable.
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Apperviix A

Knergy Stragslin,;

A.I Introduction

As has become clear in the preced in:.; chapters t:ie

energy resolution that can be obtained is t:ie important

parameter for deciding whether experiment» of t:ie typo Jc-

scrioed in this thesis are feasible. This I .-3 certainly tr-jo

for the measurement of the i-clectror. spectr-a. kis J t;je

measurement of Coster-Kronlg transition ,yujiit; is propj^ei

in paragraph 5.5«t could De improved i:' tne i'uso] ation im-

proves. One of the main contributions to t:je total energy

resolution is due to processes in tne tnr^et, i. e. froi.i ~ne

statistical process of energy loss in the target, in this

appendix we will show how to make a quantitative estimate of

this target contribution for different projectilew ana tar-

get materials.

A.2 Energy Loss

The interaction of charged particles wiui matter iias

been treated by many autors; we mention here the review

given by B. Rossi [Ros52]. The energy loss of neavy cnarged

particles is given by the Bethe-Bloch formula:

2Dm czZ'i

If - —fr—iln

where Sc is the particle velocity, me the electron mass, Zi

the particle charge , K Z 2 ) is an average ionization poten-

tial for the target atom[Ste66], and D is a constant,

rp
2=0.150 Z2/A (cmz/g) (A.2)
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where Zz and A are the atomic and mass number of the target

material, N is Avogadro's number, and r is the classical

radius of the electron( e2/m c2 ).

The Bethe-Bloch formula is valid for particle veloci-

ties large compared to the electron velocities. The energy

loss is then due to the interaction of the projectile

nuclear charge with the target electrons, so only fully

stripped projectiles are considered. The interaction between

projectile and target nuclear Coulomb fields can be

neglected in this velocity range.

In deriving formula A.i one distinguishes distant

collisions, where the energy transfer is small and one has

to take the binding of the atomic electrons into account,

and close collisions, where one can treat the electrons as

free. In this last region of relatively large energy

transfers one can derive the following relation for the

probability of an energy transfer E t to an electron in a

collision when the charged particle traverses a thickness of

material dx:

2ire2NZ2dxZ
2

P(Et)dEtdx=?dEt/Et
;d , with ? = y 2 A [Mac68] (A.3)

e

r, expresses through the factor NZ2<ix/A the proportionality

of the collision probability on the electron density. The

term 1/v2 shows the dependence of the energy transfer on the

collision time and Z2 the dependence on the strength of the

interaction. If we integrate formula A.3 from Eo to E m a x we

get

E
ƒ max<;/Et

2 dEt = ?/Ey , with E o « E m a x

c/Eu gives the number of electrons with an energy larger

than Eo. Emax=2mec
2B2Y2 is the maximum energy transferable

to an electron in a collision with the projectile with a

velocity B e
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A.3 Energy-loss Straggling

The fluctuation in the energy loss is called energy-

loss straggling. The description of these fluctuations are

best described in terms of the parameter <-c/Emax. If the

number of collisions in each energy transfer interval is

large, the energy loss probability distribution is Gaussian,

with a variance given by [Boh48]:

(A.4)

where e = the electron charge; Zi = the particle charge

number; N = the number of atoms/cm3 of the target material;

Z2 = the atomic number of the target; x = the target thick-

ness. The condition of validity of this expression is equi-

valent to <>>1. Prom formula A.2 an expression for the FWHM

of the energy loss distribution can be derived in more prac-

tical units:

AE(FWHM;kev) = 0.92i) x Zj / [ T(ug/cm2 )x (Z2/A) . ) (A.5)

The other extreme K<<1 has been treated by Landau[Lani)^]. In

this case the number of collisions in the large energy

transfer region is small and the energy loss peak is asymme-

tric with a long tail corresponding to large energy trans-

fers. It has been shown that the Landau distribution de-

scribe the experimentally observed energy loss distributions

well for K values smaller than roughly .07, and that the

FWHM of the distribution is then given as:

AE(FWHM)=4 x c (A.6)

Vavilov has treated the problem of energy loss straggling

more general and his theory includes the Bohr and Landau

distributions as special limits[Vav57]. The distribution
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functions given by Vavilov can not be calculated analyt-

ically. Trie formula of Bohr for the half width (A.5) is in

•jood agreement with Vavilov's values when r.+l. Numerical

solutions are however ava.ilable[Cla7 1 ] . An approxiinate

solution to the energy loss distributions in this inter-

mediate region, between those where the Bohr and the Landau

distributions are applicable, has been given earlier by

Sy:non[Syin4B]. A summary of this can be found in the work of

Rossi[ 3os'52 ], who >~ives the important parameters describing

tne energy loss distribution graphically as a function of c-

Table A.I

Par t ic le

Energy

LE

(50ug/cm': Forravar)

iE
(100ug/cm^ Pb)

protons

15 MeV

1.5 keV

1 .3 keV

alpha particles

50 MeV

7 keV

6 keV

carbon ions

100 MeV

70 keV

70 keV

max

CPb

Formvar

C

FWHM Landau
(Formula A.6)

FWHM Bohr
(Formula A.5)

FWHM Bohr

Graphical solution

32 keV

0

0

0

0

1

.19 keV

.12 keV

.23 keV

.007

keV

2 7 keV

0.

0.

I.

0.

4.

.92 keV

,58 keV

1 keV

04

5 keV

Formvar
Pb

18 keV

12.3 keV

7.8 keV

14.6 keV

0.8

28 keV
35 keV

45 keV

40 keV
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Table A.2

Particle

Energy

Target

AE

max

T
<
Straggling
(graphical solution)

12C

10 MeV/nucl.

10 yg/cm2 Au +
10 ug/cm2 Carbon

6 keV +
15 keV

22 keV

2.3 keV

0.1

9 keV

20 N e

10 MeV/nucl.

10 (jg/cm2 Au +
10 yg/cm2 Carbon

17 keV +
39 keV

22 keV

6.4 keV

0.3

24 keV

In table A.I we give the calculated energy straggling

for the experiments performed. Prom the < values one can see

that for the protons and alpha particles the condition for

t'̂ e Landau distribution to be appropriate is fullfilled:

K<0.07 . For the experiment with 100 MeV carbon ions we are

in between the Landau and the Bohr region and in fact a

numerical calculation has to be done. Alternatively one

could use a graphical solution[Ros52] to obtain the width of

the distribution. The same holds for the resolution measure-

ment with 100 MeV carbon ions on a 80ug/cm2 Au target as

described in paragraph 5.2.3. The relevant parameters for

this case are given in table A.2 . Also are given, as

example for possible improvements, two cases of 10MeV/nucl.

projectiles, carbon ions and neon ions, traversing very thin

targets. The preparation of those targets will be difficult

and non uniformity in the thickness will probably limit the

resolution more than energy loss straggling in this case

[Abe75, Ers75, Ada83]
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Samenvatting

Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift is de studie van binnenschil

excitaties van atomen veroorzaakt door een botsing met een snel geladen

deeltje. Een nieuwe methode om op een indirekte wijze het spectrum te

meten van de elektronen((5-elektronen) die worden geëmitteerd bij een

botsing van respectievelijk een 15 MeV proton of een 50 MeV alpha

deeltje met een Pb atoomkern wordt beschreven.

In de literatuur zijn reeds vele gegevens te vinden over de totale

werkzame doorsnede voor binnenschil ionisatie van atomen door protonen

en alpha deeltjes. Deze metingen zijn relatief eenvoudig maar de totale

doorsneden zijn niet zeer selectief voor de verschillende theoretische

beschrijvingen van het ionisatie-proces. Meer gedetailleerde metingen,

waarbij bijvoorbeeld de afhankelijkheid van de werkzame doorsnede van de

botsings-parameter van het verstrooide deeltje of van de energie-

overdracht aan het elektron worden bepaald, vormen dan ook een betere

test voor de details van de theoretische beschrijving.

Het meest volledige experiment zou een drievoudige coïncidentie

meting kunnen zijn waarbij hoek en energie van het verstrooide

projectiel, het uitgezonden elektron en het vervalsprodukt van het gat

in de binnenschil worden gemeten. Deze laatste grootheid legt de

binnenschil vast van waar het elektron werd uitgezonden. Echter een

dergelijke, drievoudige coïncidentie meting is praktisch zeer moeilijk

uitvoerbaar. Om toch een zo gedetailleerd mogelijke meting te doen, is

gekozen voor een tweevoudige coïncidentie meting tussen het over een

bepaalde hoek verstrooide projectiel dat met hoge energie resolutie

gemeten wordt, en het foton dat vrijkomt bij het opvullen van het door

het projectiel gemaakte gat in de K-schil. De coïncidentie legt vast dat

K-schil ionisatie optreedt terwijl de meting van het energie-verlies van

het projectiel het mogelijk maakt de energie, overgedragen aan het

elektron, op een indirecte wijze te bepalen. Deze methode, waarin het

elektron dus niet direct wordt waargenomen, correspondeert in zoverre

met de eerder genoemde, drievoudige coïncidentie meting dat alleen over

de emissie hoek van het elektron is geïntegreerd. De toepasbaarheid

ervan hangt af van de resolutie waarmee het verstrooide deeltje gemeten

kan worden. In de beschreven experimenten wordt een magnetische

spectrograaf met een nominale energie resolutie van AE/E=2xlO gebruikt



om de verstrooide projectielen te meten. De experimentele set-up is in

hoofdstuk 2 beschreven. In hoofdstuk 4 worden de meetresultaten gegeven

van de twee experimenten die volgens deze methode zijn uitgevoerd: 15

MeV protonen en 50 MeV alfa deeltjes verstrooid aan Pb.

Ook zijn ionisatie-waarschijnlijkheden gemeten voor botsingen van

100 MeV koolstof-ionen met een aantal kernen met velschillend atoom-

nummer Z. Deze metingen worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 5. In het

bijzonder worden de meetresultaten gegeven als funktie van de relatieve

snelheid van het koolstof ion t.o.v. het K-schil elektron:v^on/v^

waarbij v^ een funktie is van Z. Hierbij was de botsings-parameter b

zeer veel kleiner dan r^, de straal van het K-schil elektron. Onze

experimenten hebben betrekking op het gebied van relatieve snelheden

tussen 0.3 en 1.0.

De verschillende gegevens worden vergeleken met berekeningen

uitgevoerd in een semi-klassieke benadering. Het formalisme wordt

beschreven in hoofdstuk 3, terwijl hoofdstuk 6 een discussie van de

verkregen resultaten bevat.

In het algemeen kan worden geconcludeerd dat de energie-

distributies van de uitgezonden elektronen goed worden beschreven door

deze semi-klassieke theorie. Echter de ionisatie-waarschijnlijkheden

worden bij lage relatieve snelheden (vion/
vic~

0-4) met ongeveer 20%

overschat door de berekeningen terwijl voor hoge relatieve snelheden

(vion/vk~0.8) de berekeningen de gevonden waarden onderschatten. In het

bijzonder wordt aangetoond dat voor hoge relatieve snelheden de theorie

niet in staat is de korrekte Z-afhankelijkheid van de ionisatie

waarschijnlijkheden te reproduceren.
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1. De verklaring gegeven door Breskin et al.1 voor de goede timing

eigenschappen van lage druk MWPCs, namelijk het optreden van een twee

staps versterkingsproces in het gas, is onjuist. Voorts heeft de ten

onrechte gemaakte veronderstelling dat de bijdrage van elektronen

afkomstig van de kathode folies verwaarloosbaar is2 tot nog toe ver-

hinderd dat deze detectoren buiten het gebied van de zware ionen

fysica gebruikt worden.

1) A. Breskin, R. Chechik and N. Zwang, Nucl. Instr. Meth. 165 (1979)

125

2) H. Stelzer, in: Detectors in heavy ion physics,

(ed. W. von Oertzen, Lecture Notes in Physics, vol. 178 Springer,

Berlin, 1983) p.25.

2. De publikatie in 1972 van J. Hough1 onder de titel "An investigation

of some fundamental limitations to the spatial resolution of a gas

proportional counter" waarin aangetoond wordt dat het gasmengsel P10

verre van optimale eigenschappen heeft en dat het vooral voor toepas-

singen in detectoren werkend op het principe van de ladingsdeling op

een draad ongeschikt is, is zo onopgemerkt gebleven dat dit gasmeng-

sel ook nu nog in de genoemde soort detectoren wordt gebruikt, waar-

door dan ook continu het bewijs wordt geleverd dat Hough s bevin-

dingen juist zijn.

1) J. Hough, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 105 (1972) 323

3) In de analyse van metingen beschreven door Stoller et al.1 van de

atomaire ionisatie waarschijnlijkheden van de K-schillen van Pb en Th

geïnduceerd door Xe ionen met een energie van 8.5 MeV/nucl. is de

bijdrage ten gevolge van Coulomb excitatie van de kern en de daar

opvolgende interne conversie onjuist berekend. De conclusie van de

auteurs verbonden aan het resultaat (PK(Th)=
:2PK(Pb)) van hun meting,

namelijk dat om een maximum in de ionisatie waarschijnlijkheid te

bereiken men beter zwaardere systemen {Z-^-i^) kan bestuderen, is

intuïtief onjuist en wordt ook tegengesproken door experimenten^

uitgevoerd voor Pb+Cm.

1) Ch. Stoller et al., Z. Phys. A - Atoms and Nuclei 310 (1983) 9

2) D. Liesen et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 44 (1980) 983



4) Bij metingen van L subschil ionisatie waarschijnlijkheden geïnduceerd

door zware ionen worden grote discrepanties gevonden tussen de expe-

rimentele en de berekende waarden. Dit vraagt in de eerste plaats om

een kritisch onderzoek naar de toepasbaarheid van de in de literatuur

gegeven Coster-Kronig overgangswaarschijnlijkheden en niet om inge-

wikkelde theoretische berekeningen zoals gegeven door Sarkadi et al.1

1) L. Sarkadi et al., J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Phys. 14 L255

5) Als redenen voor de slechte overeenstemming tussen de theoretische

berekening en de resultaten van gemeten i-elektron spectra noemen

GUttner et aJ.1 het gebruik van vlakke golven en het niet in rekening

brengen van het Coulomb afstotingseffect. Dit is onjuist daar de

theorie hun experimentele gegevens al met een factor 1.5 3 2 onder-

schat en de twee genoemde effecten de discrepantie alleen maar groter

zullen maken.

1) GUttner et al., Z. Phys. A - Atoms and Nuclei 304 (1982) 207

6) Wanneer men in een voorstel voor de bouw van een "cooler" als argu-

ment de zeer goede energieresolutie van de bundel noemt van AE/E=10~J

en verklaart dat dergelijke bundels een geheel nieuw soort experi-

menten mogelijk maken, lijkt men zich niet te realiseren dat het

uitvoeren van experimenten met een dergelijke resolutie meer vraagt

dan alleen een goede bundelkwaliteit.

7) De snergieoverdracht aan vrije elektronen bij het passeren van een

zwaar geladen deeltje door de materie heeft een 1/E^ afhankelijkheid.

De aanname van Duinker et al.1 dat dit ook het geval is voor de

energieoverdracht aan sterk gebonden elektronen bij binnenschil

ionisatie processen is onjuist. De distributies als gegeven in

Hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift zijn bijvoorbeeld te parametriseren

als l/(EB+EK)
n met n=4.

1) W. Duinker et al., Phys. Lett. 100B (1981) 13



8) De efficiency curve voor een Ge(Li) detector als gegeven door Gedcke,

is fout.1'2 De efficiency van 50% juist boven de Ge K-schil bindinos-

energie van 11.1 keV moet berusten op een geometrie beschouwing.

Wanneer de efficiency ook. gemeten zou zijn was men tot de ontdekking

gekomen dat de fluorescentie opbrengst voor Ge K schil (w=0.54) gaten

er voor zorgt dat de discontinuïteit bij de K schil absorptie punt

niec groter is dan =27%

1) D.A. Gedcke, X-ray Spectromet. 1, (1972) 129

2) F. Hopkins, in "Methods of Experimental Physics"(P. Richard, ed.)

Vol. 17, Chap. 8 pag.360. Academie Press, New York, 1980.

9) Wanneer de volgende observatie juist is,

"A.an de lopende band blijkt dat baanbrekende experimenten mogelijk

worden door de ontwikkeling van nieuwe instrumenten. Experimentele

fysica en geavanceerde instrumentatie gaan hand in hand.1"

dient men bij de aanstelling van wetenschappelijk personeel op expe-

rimentele posities de technische kwaliteiten hoger aan te slaan dan

enig andere kwaliteit van de kandidaat.

1) Recensie van Prof.dr.C.van der Leun van het boek " Physics in the

Netherlands. A selection of Dutch contributions to physics in the

first 30 years after the Second World War ", NTvN A48(3/4)1982 pag

105

10)De uitspraak van de voorzitter van de Stichting FOM over het doen van

promotieonderzoek bij grote versnellercentra1,"Ik kan me best voor-

stellen dat er voor een promovendus die een zelfstandige wetenschap-

pelijke prestatie wil leveren aantrekkelijker mogelijkheden zijn,

want het bouwen van een detector van de omvang waar we het hier over

hebben bestaat voor een groot percentage uit slavenwerk.", vraagt om

een herziening van het promotiereglement.

1) Interview met Prof.dr. H. de Waard in NTvN B49(20)(1983) pag 139
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